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ABSTRACT 
A numerical method has been developed to solve the RPA 
equation, exchange term included, in nuclear matter. The 
dynamic form factor S(q ,c..i) is extracted for several v4 and v6 
phenomenological potentials, including the dl -potential of Gogny 
et al. The limits of validity of the long-wavelength (Landau) 
approximation and the often adopted local-kernel approximation 
are discussed. Substantial disagreements with the exact results 
are found for the latter. The method is then applied to solve a 
Jastrow-correlated extension of the RPA equation, using the hard-
core OMY potential . Results of calculations performed in two-body 
cluster approximation and Fermi-Hypernetted-Chain (FHNC) 
approximation are compared. The two-body results predict an ins-
tability against density fluctuations, which disappears at the FHNC 
level. The validity and consequences of employing the FHNC 
effective potential within the self-consistent HF IRPA framework 
are discussed. Future developments include applying the method 
to other Fermi systems such as liquid 3He and the microscopic cal-
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At near-zero temperature, the excitation spectra of many-body Fermi sys-
tems are often dominated by long-wavelength, high-energy peaks . Led by the El 
photonuclear resonance, the large number of giant resonance s (~20 MeV) are 
now common phenomena in intermediate-energy nuclear spectroscopy [SpBl]. 
A travelling mode in liquid 3He dubbed zero sound was predicted [La56] and 
eventually measured (speed Rj 194 mis) [Sk76]. The old example of plasma 
oscillation in the electron gas may also be cited [e.g. Fe71. Pi66]. Despite the 
vast difference in scale, they share a common physical interpretation: density 
fluctuations caused by the coherent motion of the constituent particles. Since 
all these systems are made up of fermions interacting via an essentially strong 
two-body force, a unified microscopic approach (i.e . in terms of the properties 
of the constituent particles and their interactions) to these fluctuations should 
and does exist. Basic to this framework are the so-called 'Random-Phase-
Approximation (RPA)' equation and its extensions. The work reported here is 
devoted to a bette r understanding of realistic and phenomenological models 
through providing a reliable numerical method of solving these equations in 
infinite systems. An early overview can be found in [SaBO]. 
0.1. A Brief Overview of RPA 
Jn its modern formulation, the TIPA assumes that the lowe st-energy states 
are predominantely individual excitations of single particles. The collective 
wave is a superposition of these excitations. In the thermodynamic limit, i.e .. the 
limit where the number of particles A and the volume 0 grow very large with the 
density p kept constant, a linear integral eigenvalue problem (see (2 .1)) over an 
oddly-shaped region (Figure 1) in momentum space has to be solved. The 
discrete part of the spectrum gives the frequencies of the collective modes, and 
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the eigenvectors give the amplitude of excitation from the ground state. The 
Green-function formalism [Fe71] has helped to derive the equation -without 
much regard for the representation of the ground state . As a result, one has 
some freedom in choosing the single-particle wavefunction used in calculating 
the kernel. A typical term illustrates what this means : 
<ph ·Iv( lr1-T2 J) Jhp '> 
where p (particle) denotes the wavefunction of the excited particle and h (hole) 
is its wavefunction in the ground state. It is the virtual scattering amplitude 
between an excited particle and another particle in the medium. Because of the 
translational symmetry of the infinite system, the plane wave is often adequate 
for p and h. For the finite nucleus, however, such a simple choice as this does 
not exist, and one can only rely on the knowledge of the structure of the ground 
stale . The successful independent-particle models such as the Hartree-Fock 
(HF) or the more phenomenological shell model are crucial here. As formulated 
by Thouless [Th60], the HF equations define the set of single-particle orbitals, a 
Slater determinant of which extremizes the energy expectation value. A parti-
cle being raised to an unoccupied orbital is then an 'elementary' excitation 
described above . This leads naturally to the time-dependent HF (TDHF) deriva-
tion of the RPA [Ro70, Ke76]. Constrained to a Slater determinant, the TDHF 
wavefunction is allowed to evolve via the full Hamiltonian. The RPA equation is 
obtained as the first order deviation from the static HF state. A third derivation 
in the nuclear context may also be mentioned. Called the Equation-of-Motion 
method [Ro70), it is based on an approximation that treats the product of a p-
creating operator and an h-annihilating operator as a boson op erator. 
Since its introduction by Bohm and Pines [Bo5 1]. the RPA has become lhe 
major lool in describing plasma oscillations and incorporating polarization 
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effects in the ground state of the electron gas [Fe71]. lt has also helped to affirm 
the position of independent-particle models in nuclear physics by adequately 
describing various photoabsorption and particle-scattering resonances (but see 
next section) . For low-temperature normal liquid 3He, the closely-related Lan-
dau theory and its extensions also score phenomenological successes [PiBl]. 
This theory [La58] postulates that at very long wavelengths, the excitations can 
be described by weakly-interacting quasiparticles obeying Fermi statistics. Lan-
dau parametrized their dynamical properties by an effective mass and a set of 
interaction parameters -- the 'Landau parameters'. The theory conveniently 
correlates many dynamical and thermal data of 3He, and the calcula~ion of the 
parameters from microscopic quantities remains a major topic in many-body 
physics (see Chapter 5 for the connection with our work) . Coherent density 
fluctuations come into the theory through the collisionless transport equation of 
these quasiparticles, which is formally identical to the RPA equation at the 
infinite-wavelength limit . 
In this thesis we consider low-lying excitations in nuclear matter : a 
hypothetical infinite system compose d of an equal number of protons and neu-
trons with the Coulomb force switched off. We study the relation between the 
underlying two-nucleon interaction and the properties of the excitations. 
Macroscopic models for the giant resonances exist in which one imposes boun-
dary conditions on the travelling waves in this system [BlBO]. The determination 
of these boundary conditions is a separate problem and will not concern us here. 
Other m any-body consequences of the two-nucleon force ar e often more directly 
manifest in nuclear matter. Most notably, the bulk-dependence of the binding 
energy and the interior density of heavy nuclei can be separated from finite-
range etTects . Microscopic studies of nuclear matter will also shed light on the 
physics of highly-compressed hadronic matter, supposedly produced in high-
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energy heavy-ion collisions, and present in neutron stars. Because of its 
effectively lower density than 3He (see below), it is often used to test many-body 
techniques, which is the case here. A bonus to the TDHF approach is its close 
relation with the stability problem of the HF state (see Chapter 1 and [Th60J). 
Recently there has been much interest in the possible occurrence of pion con-
densation in nucleonic matter. One mechanism of spontaneous generation of 
neutral pions is a large-amplitude wave in nuclear matter with both spin and 
isospin equal to 1 (spin-up protons oscillating against spin-down neutrons). If 
the dynamical parameters (strength and range of force ; mass) are allowed to 
vary, such a wave will start to appear at the onset of instability of the plane-wave 
state we choose for our HF state (Section 3.3). 
0.2. The Problem of the Core 
Choosing the plane waves of HF orbitals in the construction of the kernel 
presupposes a weak interaction. For nucleons and helium atoms, however, the 
free-space two-particle potentials (Lennard-Jones, Reid-soft-core, etc .) have 
strong, short-ranged, repulsive cores which make the above matrix element : 
<ph'I V(li 1--i2l)lhp'> either infinite or too large for RPA to be useful. This 
difficulty of RPA had precluded any theory for 3He more fundamental than the 
Landau model. In the nuclear problem, the HF model has been preserved by the 
following arguments [Th72]. At low energy, the nucleons are kept apart and so 
nuclear properties are quite insensitive to the short-range details of the interac-
tion. Furthermore, if only few-body observables.such as binding energy and 
electromagnetic transition strengths, are of interest, the many-body correlation 
effects can be packaged into the definitions of a set of effective single-particle 
wavefunctions and a weak effective two-body potential. The Pauli principle also 
helps by making it energ etically costly for most particles to scatter virtually out 
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of their assigned orbitals. Jn short., the frnmework of weakly-interacting mean-
fields may still be viable in calculating matrix elements of few-body operators 
for a many-nucleon system. To determine the effective interaction, one adopts a 
self-consistent approach. A parametrized form of the interaction is first chosen 
by physical insight and for convenience of calculation. The parameters are 
fitted, through HF, to ground state empir~cal data and are then used in RPA (and 
low-energy reaction) calculations. For infinite matter, there are relatively few 
data to use: typically binding energy, saturation density, isothermal compressi-
bility etc.t. Fits to finite nuclei are more stringent, and satisfactory results are 
not obtained unless density-dependent and momentum-dependent terms are 
added to the interaction. These terms are supposed to mimic many-body corre-
lations and dynamical effects due to the core. A density-dependent RPA 
(DDRPA) has also been developed to accommodate this extension. As mentioned 
above, satisfactory results have been obtained by these calculations . 
Successful as these models are, they leave a gap in our theoretical edifice : 
can we really understand these density waves from the empirical data of two 
particles in free-space ? This problem of confronting the core directly has been 
taken up for years for the ground state of nuclear matter. Short of Monte Carlo 
simulations, two approaches have reached maturity [Cl79a, DaBl] : the Bruckner 
G-matrix theory and the Jastrow-variational theory. Both start with single-
particle models and keep the bare, strong nucleon-nucleon force . Jn the 
Briickner theory (see [Be71] for a review), one expresses the correlations among 
plane-wave orbitals as a perturbation series in V(ij) and resums approximately 
certain classes of diagrams to all orders. These classes are labelled by the 
tThe binding energy can be deduced from the volume term of the semi-empirical mass for-
mula and the saturation density from elastic electron-scattering data (see, e.g., [Be?l] and 
references therein). The compressibility can be deduced through the hydrodynamic model 
fro:r. :.'Jc :rcq",,.lcncy of the density b:reathL-,g mode of heavy m.1clci [8180] . 
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number of particles, starting from two, which are scattered virtually out of the 
Fermi sea. One can hope to achieve convergence relative to this parameter 
rapidly if the system is not too dense. Essentially this theory derives an effective 
DDHF interaction for the ground state which can then be used in DDRPA. 
Our main concern is the RPA-extension of the Jastrow-variational theory 
[ClBO, Sa80, Ch82, Sa82]. This is achieved within the Correlated-Basis-Function 
framework initiated by Feenberg [Fe69]. For the ground state, one correlates 
the Fermi gas state by an A-body operator F = lr f(rii ) . The function f(r ) , heal-
i<i 
ing to 1 smoothly as r goes to infinity, modulates the overlap of two one-body 
wavefunctions. Specifically, f is set to zero where V(ij) is infinite. Varying f to 
minimize the expectation value of the Hamiltonian, one hopes to obtain a useful 
upper bound to the ground-state energy of the system. This and other expecta-
lion values are calculated through cluster expansions , which are usually gen-
erated by the logarithm of the normalization integral. (0 =<cli0 I F 2 I cli 0>. We can 
write 7J(r 12)=f2 (r 12)-1 as a measure of the dynamical correlation. In 
configuration space, then 
A 
ln (0 = ln J dr 1 · · · drA I cii 0 1 2 fl[1+77(rii )] 
i<j 
A 1cF ikr 
Defining -l(kyr 12 )=2:> 12 , where 1.1 is the deg eneracy of the momentum orbi-
LI Jc 
tal. we see that I cii0 12 is a series of products of two-body, Fermi-statistical corre-
lations . The first terms are 
The structural similarity of 1n ( 0 with the configurationa l integral in the equili-
brium theory of cla ssic al fluids (e .g. [Hu63]) prompted the development of 
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Fermi-extensions of resummation procedures based on integral equalions there. 
Of these the most widely used are the so-called Fermi-Hypernetted-Chain 
(FHNC) equation [Kr75, Fa75]. The upper-bound property of ~0- 1 <cli 0 I FHF I cli 0> is 
very likely to be preserved by these approximate methods of evaluation [Cl79a]. 
The performance of both Bruckner and Jastrow theories presumably depends on 
the ratio of the effective core-radius and the average separation of the particles. 
Their conclusions for nuclear matter seem to converge at present [DaBl]. In 3He 
this ratio is three times that of nuclear matter, disqualifying the Bruckner 
theory as a feasible theory for the ground state and thus also for zero sound. 
For Jastrow-correlated RPA (CRPA). I cli 0> is replaced by other Fermhgas states 
and the same F is imposed. Despite the infinite character of the system, the 
theory must be based on a wavefunction model of the ground state. This makes 
the TDHF' route the most natural way to generalize the RPA within this frame-
work. The resulting equation is almost structurally the same as the ordinary RPA 
equation. Made up of A-body matrix elements instead of the two-body ones 
shown above, the kernel can agai.n be evaluated to FHNC accuracy. The less 
dense system nuclear matter is used to test the theory. 
We first solved the RPA and DDRPA equations with effective smooth poten-
tials to obtain a general understanding of the behavior of the solution. While 
doing this, we found that the RPA equation for infinite matter had always been 
solved only in the Landau (q ~o) limit, and often with the kernel averaged over 
the domain (Section 2.2) . It is therefore also interesting to set the ranges of 
validity to these limits and study the fmile-q behavior of lhe solution in terms of 
the inputs . For unity of exposition, we derive the RPA, DDRPA, CRPA equations 
through TDHF in Chapter 1. The method of solution is described in Chapter 2. 
Results using effective forces are reported in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 briefl.y sum-
marizes the calculation of the CRPA-kernel to F1-lNC accuracy and presenls 
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results from a hard-core potential, the OMY [Oh56]. The same FHNC inputs as 
those in [KrBla] are used here. A final survey chapter of future plans concludes 
this report. 
We would like to start addressing the problem of interpretation of the 
CRPA-eigenvectors here. We have to resort again to a parallel with RPA. In the 
TDHF derivation, this interpretive supplement is conventionally provided by a 
pedestrian version of linear response theory in the density matrix formalism 
[BlBO]. This we will paraphrase in wavefunction language and then generalize to . 
serve CRPA (Section 1.4) . In the next section, we formulate the general theory 
of linear response, with the exact eigenstates of the system's Hamiltonian, in a 
way that facilitates comparison with the (C)RPA-versions. 
0.3. The Physics 
All the results in this thesis, in situations where our representation of the 
ground state is stable, are to be interpreted within the framework laid down in 
this section. 
Suppose the many-body system, with Hamiltonian if, has been prepared in 
the distant past in the ground state l-¥0>. At t = 0, a weak, possibly time-
dependent, external field is turned on, which couples to and excites the system. 
The perturbation operator for this 'probe' is denoted by 'A(t )P, where P is an 
operator in the system's Hilbert space and 'A(t), carrying the coupling to the 
probe, acts as the small parameter. The dynamical problem is then 
in:t !-¥(t)> = [H+r..(t)P~(t)] lt(t)>. 
E 
-<(-0 t 
l-¥(t)> = Ito> e Ii t~O. 
(0.1) 
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where Ea is the exact ground-state energy, and <9(t) is the step function . The 
linear response of the system is measured by the change to O(A.) in the expec-
tation values of the observables after t = 0. We will write this for an arbitrary 
operator Q below in a form readily linked to experimental quantities . 
First l-¥(t)> can be written as 
Eo 
-i-t 
lt(t)> = (1%>+1\t'(t)>)e "' with 
<So(t)l¥0>=0 and ISo(t)>=O fort =O. Substitution into (0.1) produces the 
equation for the 'response' part: 
[in.gt -(H-Eo)]ISo(t)> = A.(t)P~(t)l~o> + A.(t)P~(t)l\O(t)> 
Defining l\P(r..>)> = J dt ei(c.i+i77)t ll<'(t)>. we Fourier-analyze this equation. The 
0 
positive, infmitesimal rJ guarantees convergence of the integral. An integration 
by parts with I So(O)> = 0 gives j dt ei(c.i+i77)t :t I So(t )> = -i(w+irJ) I ~(w)>. and a 
0 
convolution theorem holds for the last term. The result is 
While this is iteratively solvable, we are interested for the linear response only in 
the first term. Thus, 
(0.2) 
We can see in retrospect that the omission of the normalization constant 
<'f(t) lt(t)> = 1+<\t'(t) ISo(t)> introduces errors only of O(A.2). With (0.2), the 
first-order measured change for an arbitrary hermitian operator Q is 
Ot <Q.P> = <~(t) IQ I ~(t )>-<~(O) IQ I ¥(0)> 
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= <to IQ I st>(t )>+ <st>(t) IQ I%> 
The frequency response is 
00 
61.J<Q.P> = J dt ei(c.i+i1))t Ot<Q.P> 
0 
t > 0. 
""' - 1 - rv~ - 1 ...... =t..(c.J)<tolQ (~ ) . 1-Yo>-t.. (-c.J)<tolP ) . QI%> fic.J- H-E0 +i17 fic.J+(H -E0 +ir; 
~.( )<-folPl-Yn><-YnlQI%> ( ) 
t.. -(,) .,.. (E E ) . . 0.3 nc.J+ n - 0 +ti] 
The last line is obtained by inserting the complete set of eigenstates of 
H, 7 = 2.::ltn><tn I. A very important case is when t..(t) is real (>:;'.(c.J) = ~·(-(,))) 
n 
and both p and Q are density operators, say, at r and r' respectively : 
P = 't, 6(r-Ti), Q = 't, 6(r'-Ti) . For translationally invariant systems, we take 
i=I i=l 
the spatial Fourier transform ~ J d (r-r') eiif·(r-r')'6"'<p(r'),p(f)>. the ratio of 
which to~ is the so-called 'retarded' particle-hole propagator : 
(0.4) 
Here p(q)='t,eiqri acts to change the system's momentum by q. As is cus-
i=1 
tomarily pointed out, all the poles of ftR((,),cJ) lie just below the real axis of the 
00 00 
t~fotethat J dt ei(c.i+i1))t JSo(t)>t= [j dt ei(-c.i+i7))t lst>(t)>]t= <SO'(-c.J)I. 
c 0 
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complex c.>-plane . When we transform back to the time domain, the contour of 
lhe integral 2~£ dc.>e -ic.itftR(c.>,q) can be completed in lhe lower(upper) half-
plane when t >0 (t <0). The integral thus vanishes for negative t, and we denote 
it by 1J(l )Tl(l ,q) . This, in convolution with >:'.(c.>), gives the differential expectation 
value : 
00 
61 <p(r'),p(T)> = f dq eiii ·(r'-T) f dt' 1J(t -t')TI(t -t ',q)\(t '). 
0 
At any t, Ot <p(r'),p(r)> collects the effects of only that part of \(t) in the past; 
hence the name 'retarded' for flR(c.>,q). 
The imaginary part of ftR is, up to a constant, the double-differential cross-
section of the inelastic scattering of the probe off the medium [Fe71]. Here q is 
the momentum transfer and lf.c.> is the energy absorbed. In the literature, it is 
often called the dynamic form factor : 
S(q,c.>) =;A 2=/<'1'n /'f5(q)/'l'o>/ 26(lf.c.>-En+Eo) 
n 
since the proportionality constant relating S(q ,c.>) and the cross-section is 
essentially the elastic scattering cross-section of the probe off one particle in 
free-space. In photoabsorption reactions, an important observable is the total 
cross-section [SpBl], which in heavy nuclei is proportional to the low-q limit of 
the ratio of the energy-weighted sum of the dynamic form factor to q2 : 
+ L (En -Ea)/ <..Yn /p(q) / '1'0> / 2. This expression can be calculated as a ground-
q n 
state expectation value by inserting En -Ea into the matrix element and r e plac-
ing it by fl. Invoking the closure property of the excited states, we write it as 
2~ <%/[p(-q) ,[ H ,p(q)]] /..Ya> = L(En-Ec)/<'11n/'f5(q) /..Ya> /2 . n (0.5) 
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contributions will be obtained if both the potential energy and the excitation 
operator contain spin (isospin) operators. Jn this case, the double commutator 
is usually written as ~:;(l+IC) where IC is called an enhancement factor. 
Started by Levinger and Bethe [Le51] the calculation of this enhancement factor 
for the E 1-photoabsorption resonance still remains an ongoing problem, the 
most recent attempt being taken in the Variational approach [Sa79]. 
0.4. The Ideal Fermi Gas at Zero Temperature 
The success of independent-particle models convinces one of the prominent 
role played by statistics in the low-lying states of Fermi systems. For infinite 
systems at least, then, the ideal Fermi gas will serve as a useful reference point 
for discussing the effects of the interaction. Exactly solvable, it will also help to 
evaluate numerical procedures in Chapter 2. Jn what follows, we summarize the 
calculation of the dynamic form factor for this system as treated for example, in 
[Fe71]. 
Any eigenstate of the Fermi gas is denned by a Slater determinant of the 
A n.2k .2 ... 
set of occupied plane-wave orbitals. The energy is equal to i.';I 2~ , where ki. is 
the momentum of the i-th particle . With periodic boundary conditions, the 'dis-
tance' between two states is M = ( 2~)
3 
. Therefore, in the thermodynamic limit, 
lhe ground stale is represented in momentum space by a spherical continuum --
1 
the so-called Fermi sea -- of radius kF= [ 6:
2
P j 3. Jn second quantization. since 
<k i ei4 r I l>=ok.i'+q• we have p(q)= '[;a}+gak. Thus p(q) can excite only those 
k 
states in which exactly one particle. when given an extra momentum q. is 
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expelled from the Fermi sea. A state may then be labelled by the 'active' orbi-
tal, with excitation energy E;;-E0= :~ (I k +q l2-k 2)= :~ (q 2+2k·q) and ampli-
tude <tk lp(q) I t 0>= 1. These yield 
S(q ,r..>) = ~ ~'!9-( I k +q J-kp)~(kF-k )o(nr..>-Ek+Eo) 
k 
Defined by the theta functions, the excitable region is a polar cap of trJckness q 
as shown in Figure 1. Replacing the sum by an integral, ~-) -( 0)3 J dk and 
k 2rr 
choosing cylindrical coordinates with the z-axis parallel to q, we have, for 
This integral is clearly the cross-sectional area of the cap at a certain 
kz = ~; -} , or the number of degenerate states at that frequency r..> allowed 
by the Pauli principle. The final result is more compactly expressed in the 




3 m -·--A. 
2 lf:2k} 
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This function is displayed in Figure 4 (solid curve with a kink) for a typical value 
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Chapter 1 
In this chapter, we sketch the derivation of the ordinary Random-Phase 
Approximation (RPA) equation, the density-dependent RPA (DDRPA) equation, 
and the Jastrow-correlated RPA (CRPA) equation. The derivations are general at 
this stage, and occasional specializations to infinite systems are stated. Normal-
ization condition, prototype linear response functions and sum rules are also 
derived. 
1.1. The Derivation of The RPA Equation 
As advertised in the introductory chapter, we will proceed within the TDHF 
framework. We choose as our starting point the currently fashionable 'time-
dependent variational principle' [Ke76] for its formal advantages. The principle 
is formulated as follows : Let us take the 'action' 
t2 
S = f L (t,t•) dt, 
t 1 
where the 'Lagrangian' is 
S must be stationary with respect to variation of Jt> (<'fl) with fixed endpoints 
65 = 0. ( 1.1) 
With the space of variation of Jt> defined, standard calculus-of-variation pro-
ccdures will bring us to an Euler-Lagrange (EL) equation 
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and its adjoint. If this space is the full many-body Hilbert space, the EL equation 
is just the many-body Schrodinger equation 
As stressed in [Ke76], various approximate solutions to the Schrodinger equation 
can then be considered as the result of applying ( 1.1) with i"t> parametrized in 
terms of a few time-dependent parameters. The TDHF equation is the EL equa-
tion for one such parametrization in which 1-V> is allowed to vary in the set of 
Slater determinants of single-particle states. If each particle has n degrees of 
freedom, this approximation brings an nA-dimensional differential equation into 
a set of A coupled, non-linear, n-dimensional equations. In the RPA limit, these 
equalions are further reduced to linear ones. Each of the modified RPA's listed 
above (i.e. DDRPA and CRPA) will also come from (1.1) with a similar parametri-
zation, which ·will be stated below. 
Jn the ordinary RPA, we take as a basis a set of orthonormal single-particle 
states (orbitals), to be specified later, and fill A of these with identical fermions . 
We denote the resulting normalised Slater determinant by lcii0 >. Then by Thou-
less' theorem [Th60], any vector l<P> in the space of Slater determinants of A 
arbitrary single particle orbitals not orthogonal to lciio> (i.e. the space of varia-
tion of the TDHF parametrization) can be written as 
I cii(t )> = exp (2:: cph (t )a}a1i) I ciio> . (1.2) 
ph 
The labels p and h refer to particle (unoccupied) and hole (occupied) orbitals, 
respectively. The basic idea is that each of the orbitals that make up lcii> can be 
written as a linear combination of the basis orbitals we have chosen al the begin-
ning . Thus 
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Since any term with more than one identical creation operators vanishes, the 
expression reduces to a superposition of (multi-) particle-hole states with 
respect to our basis. The same is true of (1.2) . The identification of the two 
expressions then works out in such a way that the cph 's are consistently and 
uniquely determined. If I <P 0 > is some representation of the ground state, the 
form ( 1.2) is particularly useful for the anticipated reduction to the RPA, which 
will then be linear in the Cph 's. 
Now we invoke the variational principle (1.1). With (1.2), the Lagrangian 
becomes a function of Cph(t), c;h(t), lph(t), t;h(t): 
where 
and 
I '1'(t )> = r-*1 <P(t )>, 
l<P(t)> =exp (2::Cph(t)0pta,h)l<Po>, ( = <<P(t) l<P(t)>. 
ph 
Slraighlforward algebra gives 
and, -with 
we extracl lhe explicit de pendence of L on {;h ( c;h) : 
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Jn terms of these new dynamical variables, the Euler-Lagrange equations are 
( 1. 3) 
We need to look at only one of these as the other is its complex conjugate. The 
second equation, when expanded , reads 
in 2:: cp·n· [ <cii I aJap a.J.a,,_. j-cii> - ~- 1 <cii I a.J.a,,_.1 cii><cii I aJap I cii> j 
p'h' 
(l.3a) 
which is actually a form of the TDHF equation. We now expand the equation in 
terms of the Cph 's and ep,,_ 's and retain terms only up to first order. Two simpli-
fying facts are: <cli0 I a}a1i I cli 0> = 0 and ~ = <ciilcii> = 1 + 0( C2). The zeroth-order 
equation is easily seen to be 
( 1.4) 
which, as we shall see, determines J cli 0> to be the static Hartree-Fock state. The 
linear equation is, again by inspection, 
From here on, I clip1i>=a.Ja,,_ I cli 0>, I clipnp·n·>=a}a1ia}.a1i · I cli 0 >. The periodic, time-
reversal-symmetric solutionst, or 'normal modes', are usually obtained by 
inserting the ansatz 
tay thi s we mean the solulion set is invariant under t -> -t in contrast with the Tamm-
Dam:ofI so1uLions; it is equivaJ.ent lo stating Xph (G.>) = Y;,,_ (-w). 
( 1. 6) 
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and separating the terms involving e iwt from those with e -iwt. More rigorous is , 
of course, Fourier-transforming (1.5), in which case, Xpti (c.>) = Cpti (c.,i) and 
Y,,ti (c..>) = c;ti (-c.>) . Either way, an eigenvalue problem emerges : 
The coefficients can be expressed more explicitly by taking the usual form of 
the Hamiltonian: 
When the tedious anticommutator algebra is carried out, we have the following 
equation : 
[~. ~.] ~ = nc.> [-~· ( 1. 7) 
where X, Y are column vectors with elements Xpti and Y,,ti respectively and A, B 
are matrices with 
Ep = <p IT Ip>+~ <pj I Vlpi>a etc. 
jE;KF 
and lij >a - lij >-lji> . 
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Kp is the set of occupied orbitals in the state J ¢ 0>. Some obvious properties of 
the equation are: (i) A is hermitian and Bis symmetric, implying [~. ~.]is her-
mitian; (ii) taking the complex conjugate of (1 . 7) shows that if CJ is an eigenvalue 
with eigenvector[~ then -c..i· is also an eigenvalue, with eigenvector[;:]. tp -will 
be recognised below as the HF energy of a particle in state p . (1. 7) is the RPA 
equation. 
Let us digress lo say more on static HF and its relationship with RPA. Equa-
ti on ( 1.4) expands to 
<pJTJh>+ I; <pjJVlhi>a =O . 
jcKF 
This separates the particle states from the hole states, and independent diago-
nalizations in the two subspaces lead to the more usual form of the static HF 
equations, as promised: 
<h IT lh'> + L; <hj I V ih'j >a= th <h ih'> 
jcKF 
<p I TJp'> + L; <pj J Vlp'j>a = tp<p Ip'>. 
jcKF 
I ¢ 0> is the Slater determinant of the h (hole) states. Through the average 
interaction with all other particles , a particle in orbital p acquires an energy tp. 
The total energy is 
Eo=<<I>oJHJ<I>o>= I; <jJTJj>+ ~I; <jkJVJjk>a. 
jcKF j.kcKF 
The factor* avoids double-counting in lhe double sum over o.11 orbitals. The phy-
sical content of the static HF state is more apparent if we derive ( 1.4) from a 
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time-independent variational principle . For this principle, the space of variation 
again contains only Slater determinants (l.2) with the time dependence 
removed. I cfl 0> is required to mi.nimize the energy expectation value 
E = C 1<<Ii IHI <Ii>. Mathematically this condition says, at I <Ii> = I cfl 0>. 
a E __E_!L_ = O 
a cph = 0 · a c~h · for all p,h, (l.Ba) 
and the matrix 
(l.Bb) 
must be positive-definite. Carrying out the differentiations shows that ( 1. Ba) is 
just (1.4) and the HF 'stability' matrix (l.Bb) is nothing but that appearing on 
the LHS of the RPA equation (1.7) . We can then anticipate the following theorem 
[Th61]: If the matrix (l.Bb) is (semi-) positive-definite, then all eigenvalues of the 
RPA equation are real. Thus, in analogy to the classical small-oscillation prob-
lem, we can imagine an energy surface in the space of Slater determinants, with 
the solutions of the static HF equation being the 'fiat' points on the surface. The 
stability condition (l.Bb) picks out the relative minima to be appro:;..,.imations to 
the true ground state. Then by the above theorem, we can have stable small-
amplitude oscillations (RPA) around these minima. The double-matrix structure 
of the RPA, in contrast to that of the classical problem, can be traced back to 
the fact that the Schrodinger equation contains only a first-order time deriva-
tive . 
Jn principle, our interpretation of the RPA states as low-lying excitations is 
only valid when they are built around the absolute minimum among all stable 
solutions to the HF equation. Nevertheless considerations have been almost 
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exclusively confined to the most easily found solution. For infmite systems, 
because of the translational symmetry, it is trivially checked that the set of 
plane-wave orbitals ~o-* e* 1l satisfies the HF equation. I cli 0> is then the 'Fermi 
sea' with the orbitals with lowest momenta filledt. In this study, we will use this 
state whenever it is stable. One last point: Our I cli 0> is constrained Lo be a HF 
stale (and tp (th) lo be HF single-particle energies) because we chose the TDHF 
path. Indeed, if we take away the time dependence of Jcii> in the original varia-
tional principle ( 1.1), the EL equation will become 
In the Green function approach [Fe71), for example, we do not have to specify 
exactly our model for the ground state. We have complete freedom in choosing 
the amount of correlation, arising from interactions with the medium because 
we put in the single-particle energies tp (th)· The HF is but one of these choices. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, a Slater determinant is a good approxi-
mant to the many-body wave function only when the interaction potential V is 
weak and smooth. Indeed, With a smooth spatial matter distribution, a strong 
V(ij) will give unrealistically large values for the matrix elements <ph'J VJ hp'> 
etc. as well as <cli0 I fl I cli 0>. In other words, the wavefunctions of two particles 
should not overlap too much in regions where the potential is strongly repul-
sive •. Two ways to handle this problem were also mentioned : density-dependent 
RPA and Jastrow-correlated RPA. We will derive both versions below, in parallel 
to the ordinary RPA as much as possible. Accordingly, only additional struc-
lures will be stressed. 
t [t tu.-ns out that, in most cases, the orbitals with the lowest morr.enta are also those with 
the lowest single-particle energies. 
•An alter:-iative is to have a localised particle distribution, like a solid, which, however, gen-
erates a zero-point kinetic energy unbearably large for quantum liquids. 
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1.2. The Density-Dependent RPA 
The Lagrangian for DDRPA is 
where fI = T + V, V= ~-V(rii·P(Rii)), Rii = -}iri+ii). lt(t)> is the same as 
~<] 
defined previously. p(R) is the expectation value of the density at R in state 
lt(t )>: 
-+ A -+ 
p(R) = <t(t)I I:o(rj-R)lt(t)> . 
j=l 
We assume that the density does not change appreciably over the very short 
range of the density-dependent part of the force . For specificity, we just take 
the value of the density at the center-of-mass of the two particles. In terms of a 
single-particle basis, which we choose to be the same as that for the parametri-
zation ( 1.2) of I <P(t )>. p(R) can be written as 
p(R) ::= 2:Pkl(R)<t(t)laktai lt(t)> 
kt 
where Pkt (R) = <k I o(r -R) I l >. This cph -dependence of fJ brings two extra 
terms to a~ , the so-called rearrangement terms, giving the EL equation as: 
acph 
inI: cp ·h· lr <<Ii I aJa,i aJ.ah. I <P>-C1 <<Ii I a.J·ah· I qi><<P I aJa,i I <Ii>] 
p'h.' 
= <<Ii I aJap fJ I <P>-C 1<<P I aJap I <P><cli I fJ I <P>+C 12::<cii I okt VI cfl><cJl I aJa,ia.Jai i cli> 
kl 
- ~ -2l:<<P l o.1: 1 V!<P><cli l a.Ja.1 !<P><<Pla.Jap l<P> . 
let 
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Ost V is roughly the varialion of V relative to the density fluctuation due to the 
transfer of a particle from orbital t to orbitals : 
It is, implicitly through p, an operator-valued 'functional' of I <P(t )>. In the 
resulting equations of linearization below, Ost V=6st VI J<P(t)>=l<I>o> is to be under-
stood. The zeroth-order approximant is the so-called density-dependent HF 
(DDHF): 
which is readily shown to be (recalling that Ppn(R) = <p lo(r-R) lh>) 
<p IT ih>+ I: <pk I Vlhk>a+<p I I: <kl I ~V('r 12 .p(R 12))6(r-Rd lkl>a lh> = O 
/cr;KF k ,lr;KF p 
Again, diagonalization gives 
<plTlp'>+I.:<pklVlp'k>a+ 2: <kllavPpp·lkl>a=<plp'>tp, etc., (1.9) 
hKF . k ,lr;KF 8p 
which is solved by a basis of plane waves for infinite matter. The first order 
DDRPA equation is 
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With the previous ansatz, we again get a matrix equation, with 
Bph.,p 'h.' = <pp' I VI hh '>a+ UR (ph ,p 'h '), 
where UR(ph ,p 'h ') = 
and the tp 's are given by ( 1. 9) with p = p '. The DDHF equation can be derived 
from a stationary variational principle, requiring lciio> to minimize <1¥ J H 11¥>. 
and [~. ~.] is again the stability matrix. So the relation between energy 
minima and stable oscillations also applies here. The proofs of these state-
ments, though algebraically tedious, should, by now, be straightforward and will 
not be shown. 
1.3. The J aslrow Correlated RPA 
For the CRPA. the trial wave function is I 1¥(t )> = c* FI cii(t )>. 
J<P (t)> =exp (~c;11.(t)a}a11.)lciio> , ~ = <cii(t)JPFJcii(t)>. For the time being, 
ph. 
consider F as a fixed, time-independent A-body operator having the properties: 
(i) it is translationally invariant; (ii) it is symmetric under interchange of any 
two particles; (iii) when n particles are far removed from the rest of the system, 
F(l .. .. A) = F(l .... n) F(n+l, .. . A) . The V(ij) in H typically contains a 
strongly repulsive core which is kept 'manageable' (i.e . L is kept finite) by F . To 
get the EL equation, we note that F and Ft commutes with lhe operations :t 
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a --2....--- etc. So we take the ordmary TDHF equation (1.3a) and insert a 
a G;11. · a Cp11. 
}i't-F pair between each bra-ket pair <cp(t)l .. · lcp(t)> in the following way: 
replace H by Ft HF and, where there is no fJ. insert Ft F to the left of particle-
hole creators (a.}a11.) and to the right of particle-hole annihilators (a,!Up) . The 
result is : 
inl: Cp ·11.Jl <tP I a,Tap Ft FCLpt·a11.· I cp>-(- 1 <cp I ft Fa.J.a11.· I cp><tP I a,! Up Ft F I cfi >] 
p'h. ' 
(1.10) 
At this formal level, the single most important difference between the linear 
approximation of (1.10) and the ordinary RPA equation is the non-orthogonality 
introduced by F in the particle-hole basis. Thus, for example, <cp0 J ft F I cpph > 
may not be zero and <tPp11. I FtF I cfip·11.» is not diagonal in ph . ~- 1 also has a more 
complicated structure: 
C 1 = [ <cpo I ftF I cfio>+ I: ( <cfiph I ftF I tPa>c;h +c.c. )+ 0( C2)]-l 
ph. 
= ~o 1 [1 - ~0 1 l:(<riip11. lftFlcfio>C;11.+c.c. )] + O(C2), 
ph 
(l.11) 
where ~0 =<cii 0 I ftF I cfi 0>. The two lowest-order equations can still be read by 
inspection. We have, respectively, the correlated Brillouin condition: 
and the CRPA equation: 
inl: cp'h..rl<<Pp11. I FtF I cpp'h.»-~o 1 <cfio I ftF I cpp'1t.»<<Pph I FtF I ifio>] 
p'h' 
( 1. 12) 
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The other first-order terms cancel out because they contain the LHS of (1.12) as 
factors. We can again use the periodic ansatz for Cph. (t) and get a double-matrix 
equation. For clarity's sake, we adopt the following notation: 
tor. ln particular, we denote the unit operator by R: 
(l.13) 
To date, algorithms for evaluating these matrix elements accurately exist only 
A 
for the Jastrow ansatz F = TI f(rii ). A major topic in itself, these algorithms will 
i<j 
not be introduced until Chapter 4. 
We now turn our attention to the problem of determining F (or f(rii )). For 
the ground state, one chooses a model Slater determinant lcJ> 0> and requires 
f(rii) to extremize the energy E 0 = ~0 1 <cJ> 0 1FiHFlcJ>0 >. As expected, however, 
only when f is fixed does the correlated Brillouin condition ( 1.12) define the sta-
tionary points on the energy surface E = C1<cl> I Fi HF I cl>> in the space of Slater 
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determinants . Therefore, in contrast with HF/RPA, (l.12) is not equivalent t.o 
the ground-state problem. Rather, we have a double parametrization, f and lq,>, 
for the stationary wave-function, both of which must vary consistently with the 
other. To fix both, we first take a conveni.ent single-particle basis which is con-
sistenl with ( 1.12) and the three general properties of F required earlier. With 
!<Po> thus chosen, we solve the variational ground-state problem for F (or f). 
Thus we see (1.12) is just a condition, much less restrictive on lq,o> than its 
uncorrelated counterpart, the HF equation. If we constrain f(r) to be short-
ranged (i.e . J dr(f2 - 1) to be finite), we are justified to use it in the CRPA equa-
tion, where the most important particle-hole excitations have long wavelengths. 
We can again investigate the stability of the variational ground state along the 
direction of l<P>. i.e. infinitesimal lpn ( c;n) with f fixed. The stability matrix is 
[~. ~.] and its semi-positive-definiteness implies the reality of all eigenvalues of 
the CRPA equation . For infinite matter , because F is also translationally invari-
ant, the free-Fermi-gas basis satisfies ( 1.12) trivially . With this choice , the den-
A 
sity p(i)=~0- 1 <<P 0 I F'2:;6(r-ri)F I <Po> is constant over all space. Any slight devia-
i 
lion in lhe Slater determinant ( Cph a.Jan) introduces non-uniformity. So the sta-
bility analysis mentioned above is interpreted as directed toward stability 
against infinitesimal d ensi ty fluctuations . 
1.4. Linear Response 
As promised, the experimental relevance of the foregoing results is made 
clear through the theory of linear response. The notation used in Section 0.3 is 
followed here. We again focus more attention on the RPA approximate theory, 
treating the CRPA as a nonorthogonal version. 
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Our postulational starting point is still the variational principle ( l. l), this 
time with the Lagrangian 
Obviously (0.1) and the ensuing exact linear response follow if J '1-'> is free to vary 
in the entire Hilbert space. To arrive at the RPA response we again restrict it lo 
Slater determinants . Jcii 0>. when 1'1-'> is expressed in the Thouless form (1.2), is 
taken to be the HF ground state, which must be stable for linear response to be 
meaningful. It is supposed to approximate the undisturbed J '1-'> adequately 
before the probe is switched on : Cph. (t )=O, t <0. For t >0, the same arguments 
and algebraic manipulations as those in Section 1.1 lead to the TDHF equation 
( 1. 3a) with two new terms on the RHS : 
The terms independent of the Cph. 's and t.. vanish by hypothesis . 1f P is a one-
body operator, P= I;Pkl akta1, there exists, among the driving terms, one of 
kl 
0( C°): t..(t )Pph.. Singling out the terms linear in the Cph. 's, we may formally write 
the equation as (cf. (1.5)) 
= 
A-1,112- B J-i t..(t )Ppn 
at 2 
a + O(C ,t..C) . 
B • A' .... +'l,n·at /I. '(t )P1i.p 
Solving this by iterating the first term reveals the fact that O(t..)=O(C) and the 
lerms summarised by 0( C2,.\C) may be discarded when /I. is small. We thus have 
a linear (in cph. ), inhomogeneous equation whose homog eneous counterpart is 
( 1.5) . It is the case of a driven harmonic oscillator in the classical analogy. 
Fourier analysis is employed as before, yielding 
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(1.14) 
Evaluated with this wave function, the deviation to O(A.) from the ground-state 
value of another one-body operator is 
6"'< Q .P> = J dtei(r.i+i7))t (<<Pa I [ 1+2:: c;h aJap J Q[ 1 + 2:: cph a,,ta,iJ I <Pa>-<<Pa I QI <Pa>) 
0 ph ph 







The computation of the inverse matrix, in parallel wi.th finding 
[nw-(H-E0)+i'Y] J-1 in the exact problem, involves the resolution of the unity by 
a complete set of orthonormal RPA eigenstates. It is easy to see that the RPA 
eigenvectors are orthogonal in the following way : 2::>..;,;x;~ - -y;-,;r;~ =O when 
ph 
n?'-n'. Furthermore, if all the eigenvalues are real, as we assume here, this 
'inner product' for n =n' has the same sign as the corresponding c.>n. To estab-
lish completeness, then, we merely note that if any ~] can be expressed as a 
linear combination of the other eigenvectors, then 'dotting' both sides with the 
adjoint of [_ ~] will lead to a contradiction. Armed with the above, we can use 
essentially the same eigenvector expansion for the Green function in hermitian 
linear algebra, modified to take care of the minus sign in our 'metric'. The 
result is : if the eigenveclors are normalised according to 
(1.15) 
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~:][ xnT ynT J 
lrc.J+!f.CJ.,. +i77 
(l.16b) 
The superscript T stands for the transpose of the column vector. lt is readily 
checked that a product of the two matrices in question in ( l.16a) does act as the 
identity when applied to any column vector expressed, consistently with com-
pleteness, as a superposition of the [_ ~ ]·s. Also interesting to note is that 
fr] fxn·j r 1 o] l yn [ xn t - yn t ] - [ yn. [ yn T -xnT ] = l 0 I . ( 1.17) 
(l.16b) is substituted into the formula for 6"<Q,P>. With real i\(t), com-
parison of the resulting expression with (0.3) identities the RPA excitation ampli-
tude 
<~n IP I%> = 2:[.A;,;Pph + J;,;Php] · 
ph 
( 1. JB) 
For nucl ear matter, since <p I eiqr lh >=6;.h+q· the retarded particle-hole propa-
gator (0.4) is approximated by 
I 'f;(;q:q.h + r;~q.h) I 2 
f'JR( "") ~ l_ ,, _h ______ _ 
c.;,q 0 L.J nc.;-nc.; +in 
"n>O n 'I 
l"(Xi ...... +~ ... -.)1 2 4 h-q,h h+q,h 
h 
(l.19) 
before complications due to spin and isospin are brought in. Similarly qualified, 
lhe dynamic form factor is 
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( l. 20) 
Two points from the above results are worth noting . The response to a weak 
external potential is expected to be dominated by RPA resonances whenever the 
syslem is adequately described by the independent-particle model (or, techni-
cally, TDHF) . If a two-(or higher-)bodyprobe, say, P= 2:: <kl IPlmn>aJait~am, 
klm.n 
is applied, a first-order driving term f...(t) 2:: <pj IP I hj >a can still be found to 
j£Kp 
favor RPA over multi-particle-hole transitions. In this case, f3 is an 'effective' 
one-body excitation mechanism. The second point concerns the necessity of the 
linear response formalism. Starting by defining an RPA-state, the equations-of-
motion method [Ro70] enables one to get the excitation amplitude ( 1.18) and, 
hence, S(q ,c..>) in one step. In contrast, there is no rigorous way to do the same 
in the TDHF approach. The culprit is the ansatz ( 1.6) which mixes the positive-
energy and the negative-energy components in the representation of the 
'excited' Slater determinant. The latter, then, cannot be used as an approxima-
lion to l-Pn >. Considering that the TDHF picture bears most resemblance to 
classical oscillations, the need for an interpretation based on resonances to a 
vibraling driving force rather than on quantal states should come as no surprise. 
Again this would have been a minor point but for our objective of obtaining a 
rigorous generalization to CRPA. The propagator is of course very rich in physics 
by itself, carrying information aboul the ground state in its real part. 
Given Lhe above, the extension to CRPA-response is quite slraighlforward 
and easy. We use the same Lagrangian with 1-P> being the correlated Slater 
determinant. Again we choose F and I <1> 0>, representing the undi s turbed state, 
to minimize the energy expectation value, satisfy the correlated Brillouin condi-
tion, and be stable against density fluctuations. In the corresponding Euler-
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Lagrange equation, the zeroth-order terms duly vanish. The first-order driving 
term is t..(t )zph. [Pp1i.o-Npti..oP00 ] = /...(t )zp1iP'pti..O· The prime on the operator 
denotes this recurrent combination of matrix elements due to the non-
orthogonality of the basis. Linearization with respect to Cph. is again justified, 
and Fourier transformation yields the following inhomogeneous malrix equation 
When evaluating Ot <Q,P>, care must be taken to include the first-order contri-
·' 
bution from the normalization constant C 1 (l.11). The frequency-response is 
As e:x-pected, M acts as a metric matrix in the expression of orthogonality of the 
eigenvectors which can be normalised as 
(l.21) 
to most conveniently invert the 'inhomogeneous' CRPA matrix: 
This can be proved, as before, by resolving any column vector into a superposi-
[ M.X"'l lion of -M. yn 's and then multiplying by the product of the two matrices. 
(1.21) ensures the completeness of this set of basis vectors. Substitution into 
the formula for 6u<Q,P> brings out the CRPA approximant lo lhe transition 
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amplitude : 
<'*1n / P / %> = 2-: zpdx;,;.P·ph.o+ J;\"P'o.ph]. (1.23) 
ph 
An important special case is when [P,F]=[Q,F]=O, where 
(1.24) 
When F is the Jastrow correlation factor, the density operator falls into this 
category. Further simplification is possible in our plane-wave-based infinite 
A 
matter. F1F= IJf2 (riJ) is invariant under translation of the center of mass or, 
i<j 
equivalently, it conserves the total momentum of the system. Clearly the 
momentum of I <Pph > is p-h and that of / <P 0> is zero . Therefore referring to the 
definition of M in (1.13) we note Nj!fi.o=O and NjJh.jJ'.ii · ~O only when p-h=p'-h'. 
With <p /p(q) /h>=6j5.f7+q and the notation 
X!J -+ = \' J,f.. -+ -+ -+ .X'[; -+ 
h +q,h 4,J h+q,h; h'+q.h' h'+q,h' ' 
h' 
the retarded propagator and the dynamic form factor assume the forms: 
/\'(XJ;";t ... +}1:"_, -+)/2 
1 
4 h+'J.h h-q,h 
fiR( -+) ~ '\\' _h ------
c.;,q 0 Li /f.(..)-/f.(,,) +iri 
~n>O n 'I 
I" (X?: ..... + 31: ..... ) I 2 7:: h-q,h h+q,h 
( 1.25) 
(1.26) 
The CRPA-response theory is not an independent-particle model. Nevertheless 
the many-body correlations are assumed to be frozen in the ground-state F and 
not to interfere with the dynamical particle-hole excitations. This is justified 
when the wavelength of lhe excitation g- 1 is long compared with the range of 
L 
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f(r ). In some sense, we are considering an independent-' quasi particle' model, 
and the remark following (1.20) still holds here. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the energy-weighted sum rule 
(El'iSR) in the RPA context. Its usefulness for checking numerical accuracy 
stems from the following theorem by Thouless [Th61]: Equation (0.5) holds for 
RPA excitations if f3 is one-body and the double-commutator is evaluated with 
the static HF state : 
( l. 27) 
AB for the exact case, the key to the proof is to bring Ire> into the amplitude, 
replace it by the RPA matrix, and construct the 'completeness' combination 
( 1.17) to get 
Straightforward expansion of both sides will then show that they are indeed 
identical. If the double-commutator turns out to be a c-number, the HF value is 
exact, in which case the RPA is said to preserve the EWSR. Even in the general 
case, (l.27) is an exact identity and so is free from the uncertainties concerning 
the negligibility of non-RPA contributions. The natural candidate for the corre-
lated counterpart of (1.27) is 
2~ to-1 <<Po I Ft[J3t, [Jf ,P]]F I <Po> = '2:: Ire> I <f n IP I fo>cRPA I 2. "'n>O ( 1.28) 
Owing to our definition of the RPA wave function (FaJati. I <P 0> instead of 
a,Iati.F j <P0> ), (1.28) is IlQ1. true in general, but, as probably expected, we can vali-
date it by assuming that P commutes with F . To demonstrate this, note that 
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F'[.Pt ,[fl .P]]F = [J3t,[F'(J!-.H00iV)F,P]] 
if [P,P]=O. Similar algebra to that above then reproduces (1.28) . Our interest in 
this thesis is restricted to state-independent f(r) and (spin-isospin) density 
operators that satisfy ( 1.28) . It has been agreed , though, that a realistic F 
should at least include tensor correlations in nuclear matter and momentum-
dependence (backfiow) in 3He. The former fail to commute with the spin-density 
and the latter with any density . In these non-commutative cases, it is interest-
ing to ask which of the two, the double-commutator or the CRPA sum, approxi-
mates the exact energy-weighted sum better . This question will concern us in 
future investigations . 
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Chapter 2 
We consider models of nuclear matter which saturate at the Hartree-Fock 
level. The RPA-equation (1.7) becomes a coupled pair of integral equations in six 
dimensions. However, a massive reduction of the kernel into 'decoupled blocks' 
is allowed by the system's symmetries, which also provide the quantum numbers 
of the excitations. The 'irreducible' integral eigenvalue problem is then solved 
on a quadrature mesh, which is progressively refined until the suitably-
smoothed dynamic form-factor S(q ,r.>) converges satisfactorily. This chapter 
contains the formal developments necessary for this problem. Numerical 
results for some model calculations will be presented in the next chapter. 
2.1. The Equation In Momentum Space 
Let us disregard spin and isospin for a moment (degeneracy v= 1) and 
assume V(ij) = V(l7\-ri !). Translational symmetry then gives a conserved 
quantity for the excitations, the momentum lrq, as shown explicitly below. With 
a set of plane waves 10-M eik·r~ as the single-particle basis, the state label may 
just be the wave-vector (i.e . p >kp. h<kp). Also, as we shall see, all the matrix 
elements are real. In the thermodynamic limit we make the substitution 
~_. ( 02)6 J dpdh in (1.7), obtaining the integral equations ph. 2rr 
[lrr.>-tic(h ,p)]X(h ,p)= (~:)6 f dp'dh '[A(h,p ,h ',p')X(h'.p')+B(h ,p ,h',p') Y(h',p')] 
-[nr.>+tit(h ,p)] Y(h ,p)= (2°;)6 f dp 'dh'[A (h ,p ,h',p') Y(h',p')+ B(h ,p ,h',p')X(h',p')] 
(2.1) 
where the kernels are given by 
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A(h,p,h',p')=<h'p I Vjp'h>a= (~)
6 
o(j)-h-(j) '-h'))[V(j)-h)-V(h-h')]' 
B(h ,p ,h',p')= <pp' I VI M'>a = ( 2~26 o(j)-h-(j)'-h'))[ V(h-fi)-V(fi'-h)] ' 
and t.t(h ,ft) = t(fi)-t(h) 
V(k) denotes the Fourier transform of V(r) with the factor ( 2~) 3 included, and 
p = lfi j ,h =I h I. The delta functions, conserving the total momentum of the 
particle-hole pair (q =p -h for the X's and q =h -j) for the Y's), are manifesta-
tions of the system's symmetry. On the practical side, they decouple (2 .1) into 
an infinite set of 3-dimensional equations labelled by q. We choose to retain the 
hole variables (hereafter denoted by k instead of h) in the integrals . For each 
q, the orbitals which are excitable to particle orbitals are restricted to a cap of 
thickness q on both sides of the Fermi sphere along the direction of q (Figure 
1), defined by : O<k<ky, lk+q l2ky for Xq(k) and O<k<kF, lk-q l2kF for Yq(f)t . 
In polar coordinates with the z-axis parallel to q, we have, for Xq (kx ), 
lkx+iJ j2kF => (kg+q 2+2kxqcos'!Jx)=kf Since cos'!Jx :-;:;1, kx is limited to 
k}-kg-q 2 
m.ax(O,kF-q) s kx :-;:; kF . For each allowed kx. cos'!Jx 2 Zk = a0(kx ), and xq 
is thus limited to max(-1,a0 (kx )) s cos1Jx :-;:; 1. For Yq (ky), similar restrictions 
apply: max(O,kF-q) :-;:; ky :-;:; kF; -1 s cos'!Jy :-;:; min(l,-a0 (ky)) . Clearly the allowed 
Yq -subset is just the mirror image of lhe Xq-subsel about the plane 19-=; , and so 
we may sta te the problem in just one polar-angle variable . Redefining cx ::o cos'!Jx 
t It is c]eaY that the problem is degenerate in the direction of q; so we drop the arrow on la-
bels. 
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-ao ao 1 
and cos~y= -a, we check that J d(cos~y)=-J da= J da. The presence of if in 
-1 1 a 0 
the isotropic medium imposes a cylindrical symmetry which makes m, the z-
projection (along q) of the orbital angular momentum, a good quantum number. 
Anticipating separation, we write the excitation amplitudes as 
Xq(k,a.\O) = '2: Xqm(k,a)eim\P 
m 
Yq (k ,-o:.\I') = '2: Yqm (k ,-a)eim\P, 
m 
and expect the kernels in (2.1) to conserve m. Being independent of k,k', the 
direct term V(q) presents no problem. To demonstrate this property in the 
exchange term, we expand it in spherical harmonics Yim (a.\O). This choice over 
cylindrical Bessel functions is dictated by the spherical symmetry of the 
interaction V(r) in r-space. Thus II' is integrated out in favor of m. The end 
result of the above manipulations is a set of paired 2-dimensional integral equa-
tions, in the same form as (2 .1), with 
kF 1 
( 
n2)6 f dp'dh' _. . f dk'k '2 ( da', variables (k ,a.) for the X's and 2rr maz(O,kF-q) maz(-1.a0) 
(k ,-a.) for the Y's , and (q ,m) as labels. The !:J.F:'s and the kernels are given by 
(2.2) 
= .Jt-<q 2 +2qka)+ ~} j dr rJi(kpr)[j 0(kr)-jo(pr)]V(r), 2m rr 0 
Aqm(k,a,k',a') = Aqm(k,-a.,k',-a') = Aqm(k',a',k,a) = Aqm(k',-a',k,-a) 
- -V(q) = J dr r 2j 0(qr)V(r); Vt(k,k') = J dr r 2jt(kr)j1(k'r)V(r), 
0 0 
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Bqm(k,.o..,k',-a..') = Bqm(k.-a..,k',a..') = Bqm(k',-a',k,a..) = Bqm(k',a',k,-a) 
k'a..'+ p' = (k'2+q2+2qk 'a..')*; <J..p I= I q 
F 
This is as far as analytic techniques can carry us for an unspecified potential. 
Discretizing the last equation on a double Legendre-Gaussian quadrature 
mesh, we change the problem back to one of matrix diagonalization. Each 
integral here is approximated by a weighted sum of the integrand over a set of 
'nodes': 
The '!1i 's are the nodes when the integration range is from -1 to l. The set 
~'!1i.w1 ,i=l, .. . ,n~ is given in standard numerical tables. [Ma69] may be consulted 
for a brief account of the theory. We only note here that the expression is exact 
for integrands which are polynomials of order up to 2n. For our double integral. 






dk = ~ min(kF ,q) 
1 
Sk = 2(kF+~(kF-q )(kF-q )) 
1 
da(k1) = t£1-ma.x(-1.a..o(ki)] 
1 
sa(~) = t£1+max(-1,a..0 (~)] 
At this point we should clarify the notation for later convenience. The 
subscript-pairs ( i ,j) and (µ,, 1.1) label the quadrature points, the latter assigned to 
dummy variables in the sums. For example, ki is the value of the i-lh k-
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quadrature point. Subscripts (k ,a.) on quantities such as da(kJ just indicate 
that the function d pertains to the variables a., but not to any particular o-
quadrature points o..i . 
Opting for polar coordinates and Legendre-Gaussian quadrature leads to an 
asymmetric factor in the discretized matrix: 
n,1: na(µ.) 
2: 2: [wµk~da(kµ)wv(µ)]Aqm(ki,o..j,kµ,o..v)Xqm(kµ,o..v), etc. 
µ.=l v=I 
This asymmetry is, of course, artificial and is inconvenient from a numerical 
point of view. It can be removed by the similarity matrix 
now give the equation exactly as it is used in the computer for single-channel 
systems (hereafter the subscripts ( q, m) are dropped) : 
The A's, B's, and f::.t's are as defined in (2 .2), and the normalization relation 
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with n,n ' labelling the eigenvalues , holds The dynamic form factor has the 
expression 
(2.3) 
Since the range of a, (a0(k )-1), depends on k, so does the number of a-
quadrature points, so as to cover the integration region efficiently. A typical 
mesh used is displayed in Figure 2. 
2.2. An Analytically Solvable Example 
Before going further, we review the familiar [e .g., Pi66, Chapter l], analyti-
cally solvable case of a 'local ' kernel at the long wavelength (Landau) limit. In 
this very schematic model, one approximates the kernel by a constant F 0 and 
linearizes the equations with respect to q. The paired integral equations then 
reduce to an algebraic one. This model has played a central role in the RPA 
theory of infinite systems, so much so that to many it is synonymous with RPA 
itself. Despite its quantitativ·e crudeness compared to our treatment, it helps 
set the framework and language for the discussion of the numerical results in 
later chapters. 
Let us start with stability analysis. Take (2.1) and remove the minus sign in 
front of n(.) in the second equation. We express the limits of integration as step 
functions : 19( jk±ql-kF)19(kF-k) . At q->O, (Reminder : upper sign for X and 
lower sign for Y), 
n.2 





Assume m •>o for the time being. Let the Fourier transforms of the potential in 
both A and B be approximated by a number : V0= J drV(r )+approximation of 
the exchange term. Then the integral reduces to 
qk} ~ 1 o ! aX(a:) a:>O 
~V0[j da:aX(a)-J da:a:Y(a:)]. Defining u(a:)= -aY(a) a:<O combines the two 
411 0 -1 
equations, with proper scaling, into 
F i 
(t..-la:l)u(a:) = -f-lalf da:u(a:) 
-1 
where 
'\ = k-,, m • m •kF ~ 
" n.., 2 and F 0 = 2 2 Vo. '!i: qkF 21T If. 
Since we are interested in the occurrence of negative t..'s, we can disregard the 
interval O<t.. < 1. Then dividing both sides by (t..-1 a: I) and integrating yields the 
secular equation 
1 = F 0 J d a: I a: I = F 0 [ t.. ln I '\ ~ 1 I -1] , 2 _1 t..-la:I I\ 
or XsU') =A lnl t..~ 1 l-1 = ) 0 . 
Xs (t..) is sketched in Figure 3a, from which we can see exactly one negative eigen-
value occurs, signalling instability of the uniform phase, if and only if F 0<-l. 
Under the same approximation, the RPA equation reduces to the so-called 
collisionless Landau transport equation: 
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1 
(>,-cx)u(cx) = ~0 af dcxu(cx) 
-1 
(2.5) 
where 'A may be complex. Consider first the case F 0=0. Recall that the free-
!f2qk 
fermion spectrum is, at q -->O, a continuum extending from 0 to F (2.4) 
m 
shows that switching on the HF mean field amounts to rescaling the energy axis 
by m. . The system responds as a collection of free fermions with the effective 
m 
mass m •. The more repulsive V is, the lighter these particles become. When V 
is sufficiently attractive, however, m • may turn negative, whereupon the Fermi 
sea is unstable against spontaneous generation of particle-hole pairs. This insta-
bility is different in nature from that caused by F 0<-1. which is a coherent 
phenomenon among many positive-m • particles. 
Assume again m •>o and switch on the residual interaction. Consider first 
the eigenvalues outside the interval [-1.1] on the real line, thereby avoiding the 
singularity of u(cx) at a='A. The eigenfm1ction is trivially solved by: 
Fo a 




Integrating as before gives the dispersion relation 
A. ['A+l) 1 x('A) = -ln -1 = -. 
2 'A-1 Fo 
(2.6) 
(2. 7) 
Two sets of 'A-values are easily checked to give a real X : the real line excluding 
(-1, 11 and the imaginary axis. F'or the latter, when the principal branches of the 
logarithm and the arctangent are taken, 
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The sketches of x over these se ts (Figure 3b) divide the values of Fo naturally 
into three regimes for discussion : 
(i) F0<-l. An imaginary eigenvalue occurs , in consistency with stability con-
siderations above. 
(ii) -l<F0<0. No real solution to (2.7) is found . Only real solutions ate allowed in 
this regime and the next by stability analysis . 
(iii) F0>0. A unique discrete eigenvalue 'Ac stands out as a pole in S(q ,c.>)t. To 
calculate S(q ,c.>) we note that the transition amplitude is [ ( 1.17) and ( 1.18)] 
= (2~)2 qk}(~ ' 
or, the residue at Ac is 
In terms of u (a), the normalization condition ( 1.15) reads 
~qk}f do.. Ju(o..)12 = 1 . 
27T -I C< 
Substituting (2 .6) into this equation, we have 
or 
OJ(l 2 = 4(2rr) 2 
qF§k}(1 
1 r~!'J2 
S(q ,c.>) = P(1 l~ q 6(fi.c.>-fi.c.>c) with 'A>l 




We now examine the possible solutions corresponding to 'A within [O, l] when 
F 0>-1. For any 'A which is an eigenvalue, the solution is given by (2 .6) at a.7'c-'A. 
With ( assumed finite, u (a.) has a singularity at a.='A. By virtue of this, the 
integrated version of (2.5), 
i F( f da. ('A-a.)u(a.) = + 
-1 
must also be satisfied. Let us look at the problem through perturbation theory. 
The R.H.S. of (2 .5) is the unperturbed term. If the perturbed eigenvalues are 
expanded in a Rayleigh-Schroedinger series [e.g. Ba69], it is easily seen that all 
correction terms are of O(A- 1) in our case. This means the zeroth-order spec-
trum is unchanged by perturbation in an infinite system. The discrete eigen-
value outside [-1 ,1) can only be obtained non-perturbatively. Of 0(1), the eigen-
vectors demand more attention. We use the following trick of adding a small 
imaginary part to 'A and letting it go to zero at the end. The ansatz is 
>- Foa. 
u(a.) = - .L . +bAo(a.-'A) 
2 a.-'A+i77 
(2 .10) 
b >. is found by integrating both sides : 
where 
Thus a consistent solution can be found for each O<'A<l. S(q ,c..>) is again calcu-
lated by invoking the normalization condition (2.8) . Involving Ju(a.)J 2 , the nor-
malization integral is dominated by the delta function : 
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or 
With the energy delta function absorbed in u (a), S(q ,('..)) is a finite, continuous 
fWlction in this region : 
712)...2 ' 
0<)...<1 . (2.11) 
[l-Fox1 (A)]2+-4-F8 
(2.10) represents an essentially single particle-hole pair (delta function) 
mixed by F0 with a small proportion of other pairs. In contrast, the discrete 
eigenvalue, called a collective excitation, is a coherent superposition of all 
members of the particle-hole basis . A sketch of S(q ,('..)) for typical values of 
-l<F0<0 is displayed in Figure 5 (solid). 
For positive F0 , considerations of the strong- and weak-coupling limits pro-
vide illuminating insights about the behavior of the resonance . When F 0 «1, Ac 
2 
tends to 1, and (2 .7) reduces to FoRJ-ln(Ac-l) 
<" 1 ~ln(Ac -1)+ Ac ~l , giving 
S ,_, _1 -"' [ln(f..c-1)]2(A.c -1) = f..c-1 
c F5(1 4 4 
At the same time, 
Over the continuum, S(q ,('..)) approaches the HF structure . The energy-weighted 




At the other extreme, both Ac and F 0 approach infinity. ~o and ( 1 can then be 
expanded in ~ , where some care is warranted because of the cancellations of 
c 
terms of leading orders . The result is 
1 Ac 2 ,.., 1 -= -ln(l+--)-1"' -+ · · · 
Fo 2 Ac-1 3A; 
4 
(1 ~ 3~ + .. . 
1 The contribution of the single particle-hole pair to S 1(q) clearly falls as F~, 
leaving the collective mode to exhaust the sum : 
(2.12b) 
To summarize, the collective excitation starts out in the strong-coupling limit as 
a totally dominating mode far from the threshold Ac= 1. As the interaction 
decreases in magnitude, it slides down the energy axis, its strength being chan-
neled into the continuum at the same time. This draining is completed at F 0=0 
where the resonance disappears . The EWSR, which the full RPA satisfies exactly, 
is an obvious limitation of this model when m • is sigruficantly different from m. 
In these cases either the scale of S(q ,c..i) or its distribution over the spectrum 
will be off substantially. 
We may also note an interesting phenomenon in the continuum when F0 is 
positive and small. For any small F 0 a A. can be found to make 1-FoX1(A)=O, 
leading to a peak at that point. As Xi-->= when A--> 1, the peak is drawn closer to 1 
as the collective mode Ac approaches from the other side. This is analogous to 
the low-energy resonance in elastic scattering when a bound state is nearby 
(Ba69). In a sense, the collective mode is a particle-hole pair in a bound state. 
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As F 0 draws closer to -1, a structure resembling a damped resonance peak 
becomes perceptible. The F 0-dependence of the derivative at .\=O, 
oS~~·(,,)) 11.l=O"' l}Fo , indicates that this peak shifts downwards in energy until 
it reaches zero at the onset of instability. In fact, it has been interpreted as a 
collective mode embedded and thus damped -- Landau-damped is the jargon --
by the particle-hole continuum. 
2.3. A Smoothing Procedure for the Continuum 
By its nature, the quadrature approximation described in Section 2.1 
displays its eigenvalues as a set of discrete points. Over what should be a con-
tinuum, then, the 'measure' of the smooth part of the dynamic form factor is 
drawn into artificial poles as typified by (2.3). This feature is of course a general 
symptom of solving integral equations by discretization. What is called for, then, 
is a suitable measure-redistributing procedure to recover the continuum of 
S(q ,(,,)). This is largely a theoretical exercise for the hypothetical nuclear 
matter but is relevant experimentally for liquid 3He and the electron gas. 
In principle, all smoothing recipes give the same result when a sufficiently 
fine mesh is used. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the computer processing time 
goes up as the cube of the mesh size, while S(q ,(,,)) as given in (2.3) converges 
only at a rate roughly proportional to the square root of the same . It is thus not 
practical to pepper the integration region heavily with quadrature nodes. An 
efficient procedure should accelerate the convergence, i.e., provide a reliable 
approximation to the RPA-S(q ,(,,)) with a relatively coarse mesh. The comprom-
ise between reliability and computing time may have to be reached empirically 
in each case . A description of the smoothing procedure employed here follows. 
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First one must be able to identify genuinely discrete eigenvalues, if any 
exist. The analysis in the previous section is helpful here. Accessible through 
perturbation with the correction terms of O(A-1), the continuous spectrum is 
identical to the HF particle-hole spectrum. It turns out that, for the potentials 
we consider , the single particle energy tk is a monotonically increasing function 
of k. For each q, therefore, the upper end of the continuum is equal to 
b.tq (kF,O)=nCJb. Any eigenvalue lying beyond this point belongs to the discrete 
set. Owing to its collective nature, the coherent eigenvalue enjoys relatively 
rapid convergence with respect to mesh size . Depending on its exact position, a 
coarse mesh (e .g. 16 points) is usually sufficient to demonstrate its presence 
separated from of the continuum. 
For each spurious pole created by discretization, we substitute a Lorentzian 
for the delta function : 
r 
This is equivalent to replacing ir; by a finite imaginary part if in. the denornina-
tors of DR(q ,CJ) and had been used by [Be75] in the finite-nuclear RPA problem. 
Before discussing the choice of r. we note that Lorentzian smoothing alone is not 
adequate in the case of nuclear matter. The examples of the ideal gas and the 
local-kernel show that S(q ,CJ) may drop to zero rather abruptly at the upper 
branch point. Decaying slowly, the Lorentzian will very likely allow too much 
strength to be taken away from the continuum. To satisfy the boundary condi-
tions explicitly, we superimpose a triangle with vertices at (0,0) , (CJn, 1) and 
CJ 
r CJn 
S(q ,CJ) = ~ Sngn (CJ-c.>n)2+r2 CJb -CJ (2.13) 
r.>b -CJn 
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Sn is the residue at each pole, and the normalizing factor 9n ensures that. the 
integral over each term equals Sn. It is given by 
Usually too flat, the triangle alone is very poor at reproducing sharper features . 
With the help of the solvable example of the free Fermi gas, we next illus-
trate (and justisfy) the procedures described above. kF and q are set at the 
realistic values of 1.4 fm- 1 and O. lkF respectively. The mesh has 8 k-points and 
2,6, 10, 12, 12, 14,16,24 a-points corresponding to them respectively . In Figure 4, 
the solid curve with a kink is the exact S(q ,c.>) according to (0 .6), and (2.13) 
gives the other solid line with JiT=0.8 Mev. We may compare this reconstructed 
S(g ,c.>) with two simpler variants. The dotted line represents Lorentzian smooth-
ing without the triangle, while the dashed line , at the other extreme, is obtained 
without the Lorentzian. Their inadequacy, for reasons mentioned above, is 
amply demonstrated. 
We now turn to the question of determining r given a certain mesh size . It is 
shown in the last section that b.tg (k) is proportional to kz for small q . At least 
for our purpose here, this proportionality is crudely upheld to much larger q. 
Suppose the mesh points were uniformly distributed in a square region in 
(kp,kz )- space . The measure in each artificial singularity should then be spread, 
on either side, over an interval proportional to the distance between the 
corresponding quadrature node and its neighbor in the kz -direction. In the case 
of nonuniform distribution in an irregular region, the same formula may still be 
used on the average : 
(2.14) 
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where N is the number of quadrature points and a, the area of the region, is 
given by 
x = _!1_ 
2ky . 
one can take r-1 to be a measure of the accuracy of the discretized version of 
S(q ,c.>). In this sense the earlier estimate that the convergence of the mesh 
goes as N""* is implied by (2.14). It should be quite safe to extend this argument 
to any other smoothing procedures involving a damping width. Figure 6 displays 
the same S(q ,c..i) in the above example with f' prescribed by (2.14). (From now . 
on, the width calculated this way will be denoted by r0.) This considerably. 
smaller width results in fluctuations and, at the same time, better agreement 
with the exact function on the average. Also shown is a very satisfactory curve 
obtained with lrf 0=2.93 Mev for q =0.5ky (Figure 7) . We may conclude that the 
region containing the excitable orbitals for q =. lky is too irregular for the 'aver-
ageness' of (2 .14) to hold. Nevertheless, rather than overworking this point, we 
will continue to use ro or a larger r. keeping their limitations in mind. 
2.4 Spin and Isospin 
The inclusion of the spin (and isospin) degrees of freedom causes a 4(16)-
fold expansion of the particle-hole basis. Fortunately, many effective hamiltoni-
ans currently in use are scalars or simple tensors under rotations in these sub-
spaces. More block diagonalizalions are thus expected to occur. The quantum 
numbers of the excitations for a general v6 force (defined below) will be expli-
cilly extracted. Jn the process, we can define a particle-hole force, useful in 
understanding the qualitative behavior of S(q ,w), in terms of the given potential 
in the particle- particle channels. Called the Pandya relations, this result is 
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well-known for a spin-isospin-scalar or v4 hamiltonian, a speci.al case of v6. 
We begin with notational matters in the particle-particle channel. 
S, T.ms. T3 denote, respectively, the total spin and isospin, and the z-
components of these vectors. ap ,a1r. are spin directions of individual particles. 
~,Pf stand for projection operators with the numbers 0, 1 in the place of S, T; 
and pST =P~PI. S 12=3(a1·f)(a2·f)-a1·a2 is the familiar tensor operator. Where 
appropriate, the corresponding quantities in the particle-hole channel are 
denoted by the same symbols with tildes . In this notation, a v6 force has the 
general form : 
Without the terms involving S12, V(12) is said to be of the v4 form. For the spin 
and isospin algebra, we follow the phase convention of [Ed60]. Where there is no 
risk of ambiguity, we omit the label for the total spin (isospin) : 'spin ak ' and 
'spin ms' mean 'spin (~.ak) ' and 'spin (S,ms)' respectively. 
In the ground state of free nuclear matter, each momentum orbital below 
the Fermi level is fourfold degenerate to allow for the possible orientations in 
spin and isospin spaces, all of which are filled . Under the v4 force, these orbitals 
form an orthonormal basis diagonalizing the HF hamiltonian (1.4a) . Thus with 
the degeneracy preserved by this force, the free fermion state is still the best 
static HF state for our purposes. The same holds for a v6 force, as the tensor 
terms do not contribute to the HF equation (1.4) by spin conservation. To see 
this we note that our candidate for I q,0> has S= T=O, and while S 12 is a rank-2 
tensor, a)an I q,0> is a superposition of states with S=l and S=O. The matrix ele-
ment thus vanishes by the Wigner-Eckart theorem. 
We now work through the part of RPA-response theory involving the spin of 
the orbitals. The momentum and isospin labels are suppressed for the moment. 
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1 --u 
Jn our convention, aJP . (-1) 2 P a_aP are tensor operators of spin ap , while aJ11 , 
1 
-+uh 
(-1) 2 a_,,11 have spin a,.. [see, e .g .. Fe71]. With these. we can construct tensor 
particle-hole operators , of rank 0 and 1. through Clebsch-Gordan coefficientst: 
~ks and (-1/-msh -ms' both of spin ms. creates and annihilates respectively a 
particle-hole pair when acting to the right. The Slater determinant can then be · 
written as 
I <P> = exp ( I; Csm (t )~t- ) I <P 0> :>:- s Sm5 
~ms 
Easily checked is <<Po I~?<:, - .~t- I <Po> = 6 ss·Dm m .. which allows us to formally 
~ms Sms s s 
transcribe the derivation in· Chapter 1 in terms of Csms· For simplicity, P is 
taken to be a tensor of spin, say (Sp,mp). To allow for its possible non-
hermiticity, we must take CSfn. and Ci.m to be independent and make use of s s 
both equations in (l.3r. The relevant terms in P are, by the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem 
: The j-label; ~ is also omitted from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
Or we may use two entirely different functions. L being not necessarily real, the two equa-
tions in (1.3) are not equivalent. 
(2.16) 
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Pp11. represents the parts dependent on momentum and isospin. The analog of 
(1.14)is 
- _ 'S+ms+S'+ms' Ax- ::><,- • = (-1) Ax- :>: , - , ;:,ms·" ms vm5 ,., ms • 
- _ ( )s+ms+S'+ms' B ?<- ::><,- • = -1 B8-- :-:. - .. vms ,v ms m5 ,., ms 
The linear response manifested by Qt (Q having spin (SQ ,mQ)) becomes 
l-l I I B Pph A.• +1rw+i71 (-1)3P Php . 
The above matrix does not satisfy the generic symmetries of the RPA matrix 
which lead to the representation ( 1.16) . Rather than tackling yet another RPA-
type problem, we specialize to cases where fl has simple symmetries. With a 
v4-force, fl is a scalar in spin space , and we can see immediately from the 
definitions of A and B that they are diagonal with S=S' , ins=~ for A and S=S' 
iris=-~ for B . Independent of the sign of ffis by the WE theorem, the matrix .. 
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reduces back to the form of the ordinary RPA matrix. We can repeat the pro-
cess for isospin, and, diagonalizing as before, write 
<'lrnlPl%>=P3P'jl 2:[~"- rxrx Pp1i.+(-1/p+Tp~• - rx rx P1i.p] (2 .17) p p ph. i:>pmp1p13p ;:,p -mplp -1 8 p 
Putting P to be one of the (spin-isospin) density operations in Section 0.3 and 
Q=P, we can construct the RPA approximant to the particle-hole propagation 
and dynamic form factor in each channel. The reduced matrix elements in this 
case are easily concluded: < tJI ~I ~ ::>= "\/l , < tJI 111 ~ ::>=V2. The expressions 
are finally the same as (l.19) and (l.20) except for a coefficient Psr and a factor 
(-l)s+T in front of r;,;. Thus 
where 
(s. r) (o.o) (o. 1) (i.o) 





The reader is referred to (1.20) and (2.17) for the omitted subscripts on X and 
Y. 
As in Section 2.1. the single-particle part is separated from A. The 
ingredients of the matrix can be phrased in terms of a single-particle potential 
and particle-hole potentials in r-space : 
... n2 .... ........ .......... ... ... .... ... 
M(fi.h) = ~2 q
2+2if ·h)+ 2: <hj I v&p ljh> - <pj I vsp ljp> 
m j<JcF 
(2 .19) 
s1- .... ... sr ... ... ... .... 
1 
'Sri ...... . 
Afoi ;p'it =<hp I V(t IP h>+<hp Ve hp> 
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where 
v. (r) = ~v1--~vi+-~vs-+ 03-
sp 4 4 4 
vli = l:)-1) 1-S-TC(S,T;S,T)V(r)PST 
ST 
v{i(r) = l:C(S,T;S,T)V(r)Psr 
ST 
1
1 1 "'l!l 1 "'j "' "'. _ 2 2 S 2 2 T C(S,T,S,T) - -(2S+1)(2T+l) 1 . 
22S22T 
The relevant munerical values of C(S,T;S,T), the so-called Pandya coefficients 
[Pa56], are included in Table 2.1 . The factor (-1) 1-s-r in front of the direct 
term ensures overall antisymmetry of the kernel. As probably expected, the 
matrix, and thus the results, is degenerate in ms, T3. Repeating the coefficient 
space analysis in Section 2.1 amounts to substituting these particle-hole poten-
tials into (2.2) : 
11s'irk k' ') .l..r .r v;sr( ) ""°'( 2l ) (l -m )! om( ) om( ') y.sr(k k')] ''qm\ ,ex, ,ex = -=-iumo d. q + L.J +1 (l )' 1 1 ex r-1 ex 6 1 , 
1f I +m . 
(2 .20) 
The overlap of these potentials with various spherical Bessel functions are most 
relevant in determining the behavior of the spectrum and s'S'J! (q ,w ) . 
The tensor operator § 12 is the scalar product of two second rank tensors, 








Thus although it eliminates m and ms from the class of good quantum numbers, 
it still honors their sum, the z -component of the total angular momentum, . 
M=m+m5. (-l)m.s is replaced by (-1)M in the definition of A making A=A. The 
[ s 2 s· ] ..., "'· triangle rule of spin addition - ,._, ..., · 7c 0 only when S=S = 1 - keeps the 'Ins mr -'Ins 
spin channels decoupled with the tensor force contributing only in the S=l 
channel. When averaged over the Fermi sea, the tensor term vanishes and 
therefore has no effect on the energy, and Mtvi ,h ). The isospin analysis stays 
intact. So for S = 1, the v4 terms of the matrix elements are as given in the last 
paragraph. The tensor terms read: (m=M-~) 
(2.21) 
2 ~ "' "' m.[ 1 =Li Cr ( S = 1. T = 1; S = 1. T) ( -1) s ,...., 
T -'Ins fiis-~ ~] 
l 
·<h'p I Vr(r)Y(2,fiis-~)Pilp'h>a·( 2:rr) 2 
,...., [ 1 2 1 l 1 fiis-T,,r =~Cr(T,T) ,...., "' ,....,. ,....,. ·-[omoo ·06- -·(-1) vz(q)+ ~ -~ '17'Ls-'17'Ls~ rr m ~~ 
. r l 
(-1)M2:(-l)t;t +1(2l+1)(2L'+l)l l-m ! l:-m: ! 2 




J1(q) = J dr r 2jz(qr)VT(r) 
0 





V1(r) = Vf(r) 
v3(r) = Vi(r) 
1
1 1 
I l l 
221 L.Lr 
~ ~ ~ - 11 22 
Cr(S=l.T.S=l.T) = (2S+1)(2S+l)<l ll S2lll > 2 2 l (2T+l) .L .!._ . 
1 1 2 2 2 T 
The numerical values of this Cr are given in Table 2.2. The elements in matrix B 
are the same as the corresponding ones in matrix A with k
0 
replaced by p', and a.' 
replaced by a.~ . Here a factor (-l)m has been absorbed into Ym : 
y(-ct.\l')=l:(-l)mym(-a.)eimcp . Since ms ranges from -1 to 1, the size of the 
m 
matrix must be tripled to obtain the same accuracy as the v4 case. The discret-
ization process described earlier can still be used here. 
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Jn this chapter, we have fully utilized the available symmetries of the sys-
tem to reduce the number of independent variables to only two, namely k and a. 
for a v4 potential, the excitations are explicitly classified by the momentum, 
the total spin and total isospin and their respective z-components, and the orbi-
tal magnetic quantum number. The z-components of the spin and the orbital 
angular momentum are not individually conserved by a v6 force, but their sum 
is. A numerical scheme has been described to solve the resulting integral equa-
tions, obtaining the dynamic form factor for each particle-hole channel. The 
analytic conclusions will be shown to hold also for CRPA in Chapter 4. The 
results of applying this method to schematic (weak) potentials are presented in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
The method of solution of the RPA and the DDRPA equations described in 
the last two chapters are illustrated here with model potentials. As an example 
for each of the categories : v4, density-dependent v4, and v6, we choose, respec-
lively, Molinari double square-well, Gogny dl-potential, and Brown 1 rr- lp 
exchange force. A hypothetical spinless, isospinless (v= 1) fermion system is 
used to contrast the exact solution with that coming from the local-kernel 
approximation (Section 2.2). 
Physically, the resulting S(q ,(,.))'s are to be interpreted as exhibiting collec-
tive motion, or Landau-damped collective motion, of the system as discussed in 
Section 2._ 2 within the Landau limit. The range and strength of the particle-hole 
potential in each channel, compared to b,t:, determine what type of behavior to 
expect. As q increases, the kernel diminishes ( V(q) decreases and the average 
of V(k -k ') does not change much) while the integration region is bounded by 
the volume of the Fermi sea. The diagonal term, with the kinetic contribution 
q2 , will eventually dominate, and all results will approach the free-particle 
values. 
In this chapter and the next, q is quoted in units of kF. Just the ordered 
pair (S,T) is used in the place of the phrase 'the (S,T) channel', and SL(q,(,)) 
denotes the S(q ,(,)) gotten in the local-kernel approximation. Finally, the sym-
bols for the different meshes used are explained in Table 3.1. 
3.1. The Molinari Square-Well 
In Green function language, Molinari et al [Al7B] did an exercise in the 
RPA-response theory of nuclen.r matter in the local-kernel (ring) approximation. 
The v4-potential they used consists of a channel-independent, finite square-core 
and a square-well in the spatially even channels (dashed curve in Figure B) : 
/ 
V(r) = U0 
{
v1+(r) = v3+(r) =-Vo 
v1-(r) = v3-(r) = 0 
V(r) = 0 
The following set of parameters : 
U0 = 2565 Mev 
Vo= 85 Mev 
c = 0.5 fm 




lead to saturation at reasonable density and compressibility : 
BI A = 16.0 Mev Po= 0.185 fm-3 (kF= l.4fm-1) 
JC = 177.3 Mev 
The single-particle potential is entirely positive : 
Vs(r)=Uo O<r<c 
- 3 v; - - 0 
2 
c <r<ro 
which (cf. (2.2)) guarantees an increase of particle-hole energy from the ideal-
. 
gas value. Indeed, the effective mass at the Fermi surface is !?:!:..__= 0.44. 
m 
(0, 1), ( 1, 0), and ( 1, 1) share a common set of particle-hole potentials (hereafter 
we only refer to (1.1)) : 
c <r <r0 
= 0 elsewhere 
O<r<c 
- 1 v: - - 0 2 
= 0 
while that in (0,0) is 
vJ0(r) = 4 Uo 















F 0 is taken to be the direct matrix element plus the l =O component of the 
exchange term. Its numerical values for the two channels, as read from Table 
3.2, are F8° =-.679 and Fd' =0.353. The results in Section 2.2 suggest, then, that 
the uniform phase is stable against fluctuations in all channels, and a collective 
mode is present in (1.1). Note that if only the direct term is included -- the 
usual practice in textbook treatments of the ring-diagram approximation [e.g. 
Fc71] -- the local-kernel approximation will predict collective states in all chan-
ncls. 
We now present numerical results of the exact RPA problem. First the con-
vergence of 5s'l'(q ,w) with respect to the mesh size is checked at strategically 
selected values of q. Here we illustrate the process wilh q =0.1 , where Lhe 
meshes 21,4 1,61,81, and 121 (Table 3.1) are used. With a VAX/VMS 780 plus a 
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floating-point accelerator , the il.mount.s of computing time, in ascending order. 
are 12 secs, 2 mins., 12 mins., 23 mins., and 1 hour. Of these, the bulk is con-
sumed by the diagonalization process: e.g., all but 2 mins . for 121 . In calculating 
the matrix elements, (2.2) expresses the exchange term as an expansion in l. 
Truncation at the values of l listed in Table 3.3 for various potentials limits the 
error to 10-5 . As explained in the case of the free fermions, the choice of the 
smoothing width is not beyond ambiguity. We again adopt the rule that the 
smallest r (rs) producing a smooth curve be picked. Figure 9 displays the 
curves obtained by ro. given by (2.14), rs' and some intermediate values of r in 
(0,0) with the 81 mesh. The error involved can be roughly extrapolated from the 
free-fermion results. In Tables 3.4 and 3.5 are listed the f o and fs of the 
different meshes with some salient features of the resulting S(q ,(,)) . The columns 
under S 0 and S 1 come from the delta-function representation (2.3). They 
clearly converge to within 1% at the level of 41. Normalized by the values of 5 0 , 
the smoothed curves introduce errors in S 1 , headed by 
6J
1
1 in the tables, which 
can also be a measure of convergence . The pointedness of the Landau-damped 
peak in (0,0) may be the cause of the higher 
6~1 in this channel, although the 
curves in ( 1.1) generally require a larger rs . In fact the position of this peak, 
(,JP, and lhe value of S(q ,c..>p ), are the least ready to converge . In contrast, the 
collective quantities in ( 1.1), /'i(,)c ,Sc ,r0 , remain practically the same beyond 41. 
Figure 10 shows that, with this mesh, convergence is already quite good outside 
the peak r egion in (0,0) and even better in (1.1). The disagreements, though, 
are beyond the range of uncertainty of the smoothing procedure, as can be seen 
by a comparison with Figure 9. Finally it is likely that the r esult ·will not be rid 
of the few percent error in S 1 until impractically large meshes are used . 
Next the surface 551'(q ,(,)) is constructed to the accuracy of 81. Sections 
parallel to the c.;-axis at four values of q : 0 .05, 0.1 , 0.25, 0 .5 are shown in Figures 
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11 nnd 12 for the two channels. In the latter, the spikes are drawn wilh n. height 
S" of 10-;;:-=- to favor comparison of the diagrams. More detailed q-dependence is ,.c.;, 
highlighted by the quantities in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. One of our main concerns is 
to delineate the region where S(q ,CJ) can be regarded linear in q . As shown in 
Table 3.6, a cancellation of nonlinear effects from the kinetic part and the 
potential part of the particle-hole energy leaves the range of the continuum 
remarkably linear in q . Indeed, while the free-particle branch point, /::,r; 1 (kF ), at 
q =.5 is 24% above the linear value, its HF counterpart, !::.r;(kF ), is off by only 4%. 
Drawn close to the branch point by a relatively weak interaction, the collective 
frequency in (1.1) should not deviate much from linearity either. The column 
under vc in Table 3. 7 bears out this expectation. ~shifts upwards at around 
q 
q =.3, but the first sign of nonlinearity appears between q =. l and .15 where r 0 
starts to drop significantly. Supporting this estimate, one may note that Figures 
11 and 12 are scaled in such a way that the plotted curves should be identical 
over the linear region, and clearly those for q =.05 and .1 agree rather well. At 
low q, the collective mode runs at .69c and exhausts 40% of S0 . The weight of 
the single-pair excitations ris·es with q up to a point slightly above .25 where the 
collective mode merges into the continuum. As the damping threshold draws 
near (Figure 12c), we can see the enhancement analogous to low-energy scatter-
ing resonance near a bound state, mentioned in Section 2.2. We leave the curve 
as it is because further smoothing aimed at the ripples will r educe the peak, a 
real structure, into the background. An elaboration on our smoothing procedure 
s 
is needed here. In (0,0) there is a steady decline in both - 0 and S(q ,c..,'p) start-
q 
ing at q =. l. 
ICo and IC compare S 0 and S 1 with the free-particle values 
vs~~q) =( 1+1C0)Sp(q) where ps"l' is given by (2.18) and IC is explained in Sections 
p 
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0.3 and 2.4. 1e=l.59 is too high compared to lhe accepted experimentn.l estimate 
: 0.8<1C<l. [Zi78]. The 1e0's are mostly below the free-particle value which is also 
the HF' and Tamm-Dancoff values in infinite matt.er [Ro70] : the difference is 
caused by the B-matrix. Following Feenberg lFe69 J we may look at S 0 as the 
virlual (spin-isospin) density fluctuations present in the ground state in either of 
the two half-spaces (q ·k >0 and q ·k <0). In the equation-of-motion framework, 
our results imply that these fluctuations are in most cases suppressed by built-
in particle-hole correlations. In Green-function language, allowing the particle-
hole pair to propagate backward in time destroys a part of the fluctuations 
created by the forward-going parts of the propagator. 
The local-kernel approximation is now evaluated through comparison with 
the 'exact' result at q =0.05, which is well within the linear regime. In Figure 5, 
the dotted curve is given by (2.11) while the dashed curve is the RPA s 0a(q ,c.>). 
Most striking is the excessive damping of the peak to the advantage of the high-
energy single-pair excitations in the local-kernel curve. As a result, while 5 0 is 
ofI by 40%, S 1 is 2.27 (which is m., as explained in Section 2.2) times the exact 
TT~ 
value (Table 3.6). ICo=0.543 .is also obtrusively high. Noting that a stronger 
(more negative) F 0 may gather the excitation strength back under the peak, we 
plot SL (q ,w) for several values of Fa throughout the range (-1.0) (solid curves). It 
is evident from these curves that the functional form (2.11) cannot reasonably 
fit the exact form factor by adjustment of the values of Fa and m •. The higher-l 
components of the exchange term are important qualitatively. The approxima-
tion fares no better in ( 1, 1) where both ,\c = t:.:~~) and the coherent share of the 
total strength are far below the exact values (Table 3. 7). The proximity of the 
approximate collective frequency also draws a 'resonance' near the branch 
point in Sl. (q ,c.J) which is absent in the exact curve. The Bethe-Levinson 
enhancement factor to the El sum rule, due to the motion o~ neutrons against 
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protons, ( 1 +JC(0)=2 59, Section 2 4) happens to be close to the erroneous 
enhancement in the local-kernel value ( =2.27), bringing the two values of S 1 to 
within 13% of each other. 
3.2. The Gogny Dl 
Jn the last decade, Gogny et al [Go75, Go77, De80, Gi82] have developed a 
density-dependent, finite-range potential to correlate through Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov calculations the ground-state properties of selected nuclei spread 
over the periodic table as well as nuclear matter. Channelwise, it is a v4 plus a 
spin-dependent part. A first-rank tensor in spin space, the latter does not con-
tribute to the single-particle energy and is neglected in the kernel. The relevant 
component in each particle-particle channel is a sum of two Gaussians and a 
zero-range density-dependent term : 
-( .f.;;12 -(.I_) 2 
v1-(r) = -775.04e o.7 + 96 .55e 1.2 
-(;!;:;72 -(_r__)2 
v1+(r) = 170.24e o.7 - 115.61e i.2 
-( -};;/ -( ...!:.._/ .!... 
v3+(r) = -1022.16e 0·7 - 64.61e 12 + 2700p 3 o(r) 
The novel feature here is, of course, the density-dependent delta-function term 
which will receive particular attention in the following discussions. In the HF 
ground stale, it simulates the short-range repulsive core and accommodates 
efTects due Lo the change in densily at the nuclear surfac e. As pointed out in 
[DeBO], the interplay between this repulsive core and the strongly attractive well 
in Lhe triplet-even channel is the basic mechanism for saturation of nuclear 
matter with this force . The saturation parameters are kF = 1-:355 fm- 1, BI A = 
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16.~2 Vev. and IC = 228 Mev. The equilibrium density is 0.168 fm- 1. making the 
strength of the density-dependent core 1490. Mev. An important fact is that any 
matrix element of this term is a constant : k-independent. One consequence is 
the cancellation of its contribution to !:::.t(kF), leaving a relatively weak single-
pair potential : 
-(bJ2 -(~;/ 
Vs = 484.24e 0 ·7 + 155.B6e 1.2 
In figure 15, it is compared with and shown to be considerably shorter-ranged 
and weaker than the Molinari square-well, which accounts for the linearity of the 
potential contribution to !:::.t(kr) ( !:i.:(kF) in Table 3.B) up to q =0.5 a~d a much 
cg 




V;sr _ csr -( ~ + csr -(ff! s - s 1 e e2 e 
where the coe!Ticients in the various channels are listed here : 
(sr) (0,0) (0, 1) ( 1. 0) ( 1.1) 
cir -793.6 1016.0 -176.4 23.6 
cST 
d2 -114.5 - 5.7 45.3 68,8 
cST e I -484.2 602.4 -590.0 402.4 
Ce5l -155.9 44.B 95.8 21.3 
cST 
p 276.7 -177.9 59.3 -59 .3 
Note that ctr is the sum of the direct and exchange coefficients of the density-
dependent term. From the table of Pandya coefficients, these contributions to 
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(0,0) n.r.d (0, l) shouJd be of equal magnitude n.nd opposite si.gns. The extra 
strength in (0,0), of course, comes from the rearrangement terms, which is cru-
cial for the stability of the uniform phase against fluctuations in this channel. 
Table 3.2 gives the following values for the F 0 's : F8° = -0.307 ; F8 1 =0.621 ; 
Fd 0 =0 .470 ; Fd 1 =0.599 . F8° can be broken down into 'normal' and rearrange-
ment contributions, which are, respectively, -1.68 and 1.37 : without the latter, 
the Dl force would predict instability against density fluctuations. The finite-
range parts of vJT and v;r, plotted in Figures 13 and 14 respectively, have rela-
live strengths roughly in accord with the F 0's . The mesh 62(N=78) is used for 
low values of q ( <0.3) and 82 for the rest. The computing time is roughly equally 
divided between matrix construction (14 mins.) and diagonalization (11 mins.). 
Figures 16-19 and Tables 3.8-3. l 0 contain the results of diagonalization as func-
lions of q, while Figures 20 and 21 and Table 3.11 compare certain low-q results 
with local-kernel values. (Note the different scales in some of the graphs.) The 
numerical quality is comparable to that of the square-well. Except in (0,0), 
linearily in q is again maintained in 5 0 , ~. n(;)c up to q =0.3 or higher. Being g 
the major component in VJ 1 and v0°1 , the strong triplet-even force pushes 0.57 of 
the total excitation strength into the collective isospin mode. Although this 
mode is much stronger than its counterpart supported by the square-well, they 
are damped at more or less the same q, which is attributable to the faster non-
linear growth of the single-pair spectrum : the deviation from linearity at q =0.3 
is 10% here compared to 4% for the square-well. The low value of Ac -- a few per-
cent above 1 -- makes the damping threshold very sensitive to this upswing of 
the branch point, so much so that the spin mode is damped at the remarkably 
low q of 0.05! The local-kernel r 0 's are below the exact values in all channels. 
Even the largest error, 50% in (0, 1), though, is considerably smalkr thLin that of 
the square-well : 83% . The explanation lies again in the longer range of v;r, and 
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therefore grenter importanr.e of terms of higher-l , in the latter case . Tn the 
three spin-isospin channels. the effects of the B-matrix measured by K are 
stronger here. Gogny and Padjen [Go77] solved the Landau transport equation 
(2.5) exactly with this force, and their results agree with ours at low q . 
To summarize, at the HF level, the density-dependent term brings the 
ground-state saturation properties to consistency with a high effective mass , or, 
in the words of [DeBO], a compressed particle-hole spectrum. The rearrange-
ment terms stabilize the uniform phase against density fluctuations. It may also 
be mentioned that the finite-range part, allowed to be weaker, gives a more real-
istic value of the E 1 enhancement factor K=O. 78. The longer range of the square 
well delays the damping of the collective mode in (0, 1) while causing more seri-
ous inaccuracy in the local-kernel approximation. 
At the early stage of the project, we looked at a hypothetical spinless (v=l) 
Fermi system interacting with only the finite core of the Molinari potential. It is 
thus not self-bound, but is supposed to be kept by some other force at kF= lA 
rm- 1. The effective mass is 0.935 and F 0=0.20 1, predicting zero sound. In order 
to obtain a collective mode at the relatively low q =0.1, we switched to the v4 
potential. Recently we returned to this system and discovered some unexpected 
behavior of S(q ,CJ) which calls for theoretical explanation. The system is 
unstable at very low q . As q grows, so does the magnitude of the imaginary 
eigenvalue . I3etween q =0.003 to q =0 .005, the imaginary eigenvalue goes to 
infinity and r eturns along the real axis (as a collective mode)! As q increases 
further. nc.> and r 0 continue to fall, the mode disappearing at q "'0.05. 
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3.3. The nrown lrr-lp 
In the past few years, Brown et. al. [e.g. Br77, An77] have considered the 
effects in (1,1) of the finite-range tensor force coming from lrr- lp exchange . 
Specifically Lhey have in mind the magnelic resonances and the possibilily of 
pion condensation at near-saturation densities . In our notation the force is 
where 
-m r r I V (i) = f 2m ~eP 6P11_2p13_2p31+ ~33+( .!...+---1---t 1 ~(3P 1 -P:j)S 
P P P m r 3 3 m r (m r )2 / .,. 12 p p p 
m 
mn (If; when multiplied tor) =138 MeV and mp =770 MeV are the masses of the 
pion and the p-meson respect.ively. The pion coupling parameter f i equals 0.08. 
The value of f ff varies between 1.86 and 4.86 according to different meson-
exchange theories [Br77]. g (r) is a cutotT function to mimic the repulsion 
caused by the exchange of the c..>-meson, to the mass of which we set qc (=3 .93 
fm- 1; for the legitimacy of this approximation, see the end of Section 4. 1). :Miss-
ing some important pieces for saturation, this force does not bind HF nuclear 
matter at the right density and energy. It is assumed, however, that the system 
is in equilibrium at 1.4 fm- 1 and the effect of the tensor terms is studied more in 
the spirit of Landau theory than of self-consistent HF / RPA. This invalidates 
results in all channels other than (1.1). We only use the force here to illustrate 
the procedure set down in Chapter 2 and consider its bearing on instability 
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learling to pion condensation. For this purpo ::> e a r ela tively coarse m esh is 
chosen: 42 with N= 40. The computing time needed for the triple matrix 
(N= 120) is 58 mins. 
Looking only at M=O, we note from the defmilion of the tensor force, Sec-
tion 2.4 and Table 2.2, that the contributions of the pion to the matrix elements 
are negative while those from the p-meson are positive. The jz's in the radial 
integrals also favor the longer-ranged rr . For the v4 part, the positive direct 
term is four times the negative exchange contribution for both mesons . Thus 
the best chance of obtaining a pion condensation is when f ff assumes the 
minimum value : 1.86. We display in Figures 22-25 and Table 3.12 the results of 
choosing both extremes off ff at q =0 .1 and 0.5 . The solid (dashed) curves are 
S(q ,(...))projected into ins =0(1). Clearly the pion interaction is not strong enough 
to cause an instability, although the (spin-isospin) zero sound for the smaller f ff 
is weaker . Actually bolh modes are unusually prominent (r 0=0 .74, 0.63 , 
Ac(q= .l)=l.07, 1.03) because the tensor force does not contribute to the damp-
ing single-pair excitations. The strength is to be found, however, totally in the 
fns=O sp ace. Also worth considering is the channel M=l. ms=l where the direct 
contribution from p is negative. Since the p is much heavier than the pion, one 
may hope to find p-induced instability at high density. Neverthele ss, now that we 
are convinced about the adequacy of our method in treating the tensor force, we 
will wait for the Jastrow calculation wilh realistic t ensor force, such as Reid-
. soft-core , lo make any physically meaningful conclusion about this issue. 
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Chaplcr 1 
The dynamical properties of nuclear matter at long but finite wavelengths 
have been investigated with weak two-body forces . The more fundamenlal prob-
lem of relaling these properties to the realistic, strong nucleon-nucleon polen-
tial will be tackled in this chapter. For this purpose, we formally arrived at an 
RPA in a correlated particle-hole basis F(l · · · A)aJah I cli 0> etc. in Chapter 1. 
Though having the same structure as ordinary RPA, this equation has kernels 
made up of A-body matrix elements . With the Jastrow ansatz 
F(l · · · A)= rJr(rii ), these matrix elements are to be cluster-expanded and the 
i<j 
series evaluated to two levels of accuracy: (i) two-body cluster-order and (ii) 
Fermi-hypernetted-chain (FHNC) resummation. For the former, since any 
correlation involving more than two-body is omitted, an effective energy-
dependent potential can be extracted. The metric matrix M can also be 
expressed as plane-wave matrix elements of a function in r-space. With slight 
modifications, then, all the analyses in Chapter 2 apply here. A further approxi-
mation achieves the same for FHNC. We will only sketch the general theory of 
F'HNC collecting the results relevant to CRPA, and leave the details to the refer-
ences. [Kr79b ], [Kr80], [Sa82] have direct bearing on CRPA. and [Cl79a] may be 
consulted for a general review of the FHNC method. 
Let us first, from general considerations, simplify as much as possible the 
matrix elements in ( 1.13) [Kr79b]. Nph.o vanishes by momentum conse rvation 
and Nph.p1i=l. As will be seen, to O(A - 1), the p-dependent part and h-dependent 
part of the diagonal energy term Hph.ph -H00 can be separated (=dp )-g(h), 
say)t and also zph.p'h'=zphzp.h' · Fermi statistics excludes the diagonal terms in 
the B-mQtrix. A similarity transformation passes the common factor Zp11 zp'h' to 
trn ~Jlis se::ise the particle-hole picture is still valid 
the eigenvectors which become 
assrnne a more familiar form: 
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[
zphJf!h). The remaining components then 
Zph 1ph 
( 4.1 ) 
Bph,p 'h' = fiphp'h'.O - HooNphp'h' .O 
(,p,h)'l'(p',h') in all matrix elements of fi and Nin (4.1). The diagonal terms 
may be expressed, and calculated, very economically if we define the following 
extension of ~ph: 
(4.2) 
_ 1 l [ ~ph l l ln Zph - 2 ln {3=0 
All non-diagonal factors are of the general form <tPm I FtOF I tPn > where lhe sets 
of occupied orbitals !ml and !n l differ in exactly two orbitals and one of them 
may be !o l -- the free ground state. We may similarly define 




we have formally reduced the problem to the calculation of ~ph ((3), Nmn ((3) and 
their ,B-derivatives . The decomposition into independently dressed particle-hole 
pairs in the second line of (4.3) will be seen to also apply to Hphp'h':php'h'-Hoo 
4.1. Cluster Expansion, Diagrammatics, and the Fermi-Hypernetted Chain 
(F1INC) 
This section reviews the method to compute the generic quantities arrived 
A 
at in the last paragraph with a given F= Tif(rii ). We will first state the rules to 
i<j 
write down the graphical expansion of our generator 
ln (o = J dr1 · · · dfA lciiol 2lr[17(rii)+1] 
i<j 
The expansion of the radial distribution function 
(4.4) 
is then formally extracted and the derivation of the FHNC equations for various 
graphical elements related to g(r) is sketched. The kinetic en ergy 2:;v'l intro-
duces three-body graphical elements into the analogous expansion for lhe (vari-
ational upper bound of the) ground state energy. We will discuss two ways to 
regroup lerms into these eleme nts. Next comes the modification of the expan-
sion for ln ~ph ((3) , Nmn and their {3-derivatives . Throughout these developments 
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we will limit our attention to two-body graphical elements . Merely technical 
extensions of the pattern, the three-body elements will be skipped. 
The definitions of the graphical elements go as follows : 
(i) an open circle (external point) represents an independent coordinate, such 
(ii) a closed dot (internal point) represents a du...'TIIIly variable, or the operator 
pf dr; 
0 
(iii) a dashed line (dynamical correlation) represents 77(r 12)=f2(r 12)-1 : 
(iv) a solid line (exchange) with an arrow pointing from point 1 to point 2 
1 3j 1(x) represents --l(kpr) where l (x)= . 
v x 
Jt has been proved [Fa75, Kr75] that ln ~o are represented by the sum of all pos-
sible biconnected (i.e., any point can reach any other point via more than one 
path: the logarithmic combination cancels all the non-biconnected elements) 
graphs with closed dots subject to the following constraints: 
(i) solid lines may appear only in non-overlapping closed loops; 
(ii) each point must be touched by at least one dashed line; 
(iii) no more than one dashed line may exist between any pair of points. 
Rule (iii) is obvious as only one factor rJ(rii) appears for each pair (ij) in the 
integral (4.4). Rules (i) and (ii) may be understood by a closer look at the func-
tion l¢ 0(r 1 · ·· rA)1 2 . Jt is clear that any term different from 1 involves a permu-
tation of the assignment of orbitals in ¢ 0 relative to that in ¢;, and any permuta-
tion can be decomposed into non-overlapping (no common point) cycles. A typi-
1 ik:r ik:;t il:;t cal term is 3 e 
1 12e 2 23e 3 31 in which the momenta can range through all 
0 
occupied orbitals except that k 1;tck2 rk3'!'k 1. If no rJ factor is touching point 3 
say, we will have the factor ei(kz-k3Jr3 which vanishes when th e integral over r 3 is 
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kF 
taken; hence rule (ii) . Summing over k gives the statistical factor 2:: = :1.._l (kFr ). 
k I.I 
A minus sign is attached to each transposition. Suppose n particles are corre-
lated in a particular diagram. Trivial integration can then be performed on A; 
n . 
permulations of labels of particles which cancels with the normalizing factor 
1! to give ~' . A factor of topological symmetry t for each graph also arises 
from the arbitrariness of labelling the points . A factor -1.1 is regained when an 
exchange loop returns to the starting dot. With these we have the final rule of 
assigning numerical weights: 
(iv) each n-body graph is multiplied by a factor (-1.1r _t_ where t is the number 
n! 
of topologically distinct ways to label the graph (as an example, t =12 for the 
graph shown in Figure 26a) and m is the number of closed loops. 
The factor pn should now be obvious. rJ and l (kpr) being local functions, each 
term in the series is 0(0) or O(A) . 
lf ii in ln ( 0((3) is replaced by any two-body operator 8 = lr q1 such that 
i <i 
the Oii 's are c-number functions , the generator can be written as 
A 
ln (o(.B) = ln <¢0 I I1[f2(rii )e.B 0ii] I ¢ 0> 
i<j 
Then exactly the same expansion as that of ln ( 0 can be used with the dashed 
line representing rJ({3;rii )=f2epoiJ _ 1. If Oii = o(r i-ri )6(r2-i1 )+6 (r i -Ti )6 (r2-7\), 
the (3-derivative at (3=0 is g (r 12). The expansion for g(r) = f2~~~ is obto.iried by 
'graphical difierentiation': remove each dashed line in turn and turn the dot at 
each end of the r e moved line into an open circle and multiply by 2. The bicon-
nectedness of ln fo is translated to the absence of articulation point -- a point at 
which if the graph is cut, a subdiagram not containing the .external points is 
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separil.ted from the r est of the grnpht (point x in Figure 26b), Such points are 
allowed, though. to exist between the external points. in which case they are 
called nodes . Also, an external point does not need to be touched by dashed 
lines . 
The construction of the FHNC equations is now described. In this brief 
account, we only seek to explain how the correspondence between topological 
characters of graph linkage and analytical operations is exploited. The con-
sistency of assigning numerical weights under these operations will not concern 
us here . The basic ideas are best illustrated without the exchange lines at first, 
i.e .. in classical or Bose fluids. From the basic element of a dashed line, form a 
set of nodal diagrams N(r 12) (containing at least one node) by repeated series 
connection•. Then form all parallel compositions of the graphs belonging to 
N(r 12 ) to get a non-nodal set X(r 12) (Figure 26c). This is used, in turn, as a basic 
element for the chaining to provide for a correction to N(r 12), and the process is 
repealed indefinitely. Each chaining changes an open circle to a dot and thus 
represents an integration. Structurally similar to the RPA ring-diagrams, this 
series conn ec tion can be summarised by an integral equation. A parallel connec-
tion is simply the multiplication of two functions of r 12 . The combinatorics turn 
out to produce numerical weights of an exponential series. In short, the sets of 
diagrams are related by the following equations : 
or N(k) = p[X~)l2 
l-pX(k) 
tL"'"Teducibility here is effected by the cancellation of articulated graphs from the numerator 
with t:1ose from the denominator. 




and X(r12) = [1+17(r12)]eN(rrn)_N(r 12)-l 
An approximation to the correlation function r(r 12)=g(rd-1 can then be made 
through 
Actually this relation will be exact if the remaining class of diagrams is included 
in the parallel composition of X(rd: 
(4.6) 
(4 .5) and (4.6) are the HNC equations in classical statistical mechanics [e.g. 
Hu63]. The graphs E(r 12) are called elementary: they are non-nodal and cannot 
be factorized into a product of simpler functions of r 12. Given an approximation 
of E(r 12), r(rd can be obtained by solving (4.5) and (4.6) . The simplest elemen-
tary diagram is shown in Figure 26d. If we replace the dashed line in the proper 
ij-subdiagram (i ,j >"' 1.2) by more complicated elements of g (rii ), the resulting 
graph is again elementary. in fact, counting all elementary diagrams of this 
form amounts to replacing 17(rij) by f(rij) which can then be regarded as a 
'dressed' correlation line. The simplest representation of such a subset of 
E(r 12), as the one in Figure 26d, is called a basic diagram. Jt renders an infinite 
number of graphs tractable by collecting them into (4.6) . The level of approxi-
mation to f(rij) is labelled by HNC/n where the basic diagrams B(r 12) included 
contJ.in al most n particles. The first two are HNC/O and HNC I 4 where B is set 
to 0 and the diagram in Figure 26d respectively. 
Jn the extension to F'ermi statistics, it is profitable to define four exchange 
types for each graphical element. dd means no exchange lines are linke d to the 
external points; de means one of the two external points has a pair of exchange 
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Jines hooked to it; ee means each external point is touched by i:l. pair of 
exchange lines; cc means the graph includes an incomplete exchange loop 
entering at one external point and exiling at the other. The restrictions on 
exchange loops place severe constraints on the possible ways these elements 
are linked. For example, a cc graph can only be linked to another cc graph or 
the exchange line. rdd(r 12) can still be considered as the dressed version r;(r 12). 





X~ and Nee can only depend linearly on other cc quantities but can have the 
entire r dd of direct graphs. Xck and Xee may be approximated successively by 
low-order diagrams or obtained by solving additional FHNC equations which are 
collected in the Appendix. The resulls of solving these equu.tions for the 
ground-state problem to various approximations are reviewed in [Cl79a]. The 
version lhllt generates our inputs, the FHNC/C is briefly described in the Appen-
dix. 
We now consider the only nontrivial operator, namely the kinetic energy. 
While only the ground-stale expression 2:: <<P0 I FVlF I <P 0> is considered, the end 
i 
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rcsull can be extended to other occupation sets by simply replacing / cJigl with 
cp~ <Pn. Integrations by parts can attach the gradient operator to different com bi-
nations of F and cfl 0 whi.ch might have different merits and drawbacks . Jn con-
structing these various forms of expansion, the Jackson-Feenberg lJa61] identity 
is useful as an intermediate step: 
After integration and summation over i, the first two terms give the free kinetic 
3 n2k} 
energy !F= 5 · 
2
m . There are numerous ways to manipulate the last two 
terms. The surface term is numerically zero and the Clark-Westhaus form (CW) 
is most straightforward : 
Alternatively, we may choose to write half of the surface term as 
Discarding Lhe last surface t erm we have the Jackson-Feenberg form (JF): 
The explicit expressions for a Jastrow correlation factor are 
2:(V,F) 2 = F2[I;(Viln f(rij)) 2+ I: Viln f(rij) ·Viln f(rik)] 
i ij i,j.,.k 
I;(ViF) 2-FVi2F = ~ F 22=Vlln f(rii) 
' ~ 
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We can group the two-body terms with the potential to form an effective two-
body potential: 
n;2 
Vcw(r) = V(r)+-[\7lnf(r)] 2 
m 
One approximation for the cluster expansion of the energy can be produced by 
the recipe :77({3;r)=f2efiVcv_l. There are still some two-body contributions from 
11l \<ii\ 2 in JF' which complicates the expansion at the two-body level. Its advan- . 
lage is the numerical insignificance of the three-body element wruch involves 
only derivatives of l (kFr ). The upper bound property of the variational 
wavefunction is also shown to be best upheld using JF' in 4He [Ja79]. The CW form 
has been used in the two-body calculation here. while the F'HNC inputs to our 
program are computed with JF. 
We are now ready to generalize the cluster expansion and resummation pro-
cedure to cases where the Slater determinant is 0ptari \ cii 0> or a)-ari·aJari I cii 0 >. 
Assuming in RPA we are concerned with the difference between matrix elements 
involving slightly different sets of occupied orbitals. Let us first look at ln ~ph.. 
The only difference from ln ~o is in terms in I <Ppn \ 2 containing exchange factors 
tU _, . _, 
e 12 where k, instead of ranging through the ground-state set. leaves out h and 
adds p. All elements, including equivalent diagrams, stay the same formally if 
the exchange factor for the solid line changes from l (kFr) to 
Expanding Lhe series around ln ~owe have, Lo O(A 0), 
ln ~pti - ln ~o = o~(p) - o~(h) + O(A- 1) 
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where o~(p) is formed by replacing each solid line in each group of ln ~o in turn 
1 ·-+ -+ 
by lhe factor Aeip·r1z, or formally 
It is the Fourier transform of a graph with two external points of the cc -type. 
The two-body term is clearly 
'V -+ ... I I ...... -4<jp 'r] pj> 
. ) 
" [Kr79b) showed that the non-nodal contribution to this graph is exactly Xcc(r 12), 
and that the numerical weights after collecting equivalent diagrams of the 
chaining of these Xcc (r 12) are those of a logarithmic series: 
o~(p) = -1n[1-pXcc(p)J 
or _ [~]* _ [1-pXcc (h) ]* Zph - - ~ 
~o 1-pXcc (p) 
In like manner, it is easy to see 
ln ~pnp·n · - ln ~o = o~(p )-o~(h )+o~(p ')-o~(h ')+O(A- 1) 
as promised before. 
The non-diagonal quantities of interest to us are those in which the bra and 
the ket difier by exactly two orbitals. We denote these orbitals by m 1,m 2,n 1,n2 . 
The formal considerations on generalized cluster expansions of such quantities 
as Nmn can be found in [Cl79b]. We will take it for granted and rely on the intui-
live notions gained in the foregoing discussions of diagonal quantities. Let us 
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first distinguish three types of contributions to Rmn from one u.nother : (i) The 
same two particles are occupying (m 1m 2) and (n 1n 2), (ii) one particle is com-
mon to the two sets; (iii) the sets (m 1m 2) and (n 1n 2) are occupied by completely 
different pairs. 1f we formally extract the pairs: 
the effective operators corresponding to the three types above can be expressed 
by graphs with 2,3,4 external points respectively. Type (i) diagrams are local and 
must be of dd type since no exchange loops are extending to the pair of external 
points . Similar considerations show that types (ii) and (iii) are non-local and 
contain part of one and two exchange loops respectively. Denoted by Ndd (12), 
Nctcc(12;12') and Ncc.cc(12;1'2'), the simplest diagram for each of them is dep-
icted in Figure 27a. In our case, (m 1m 2) and (n 1n 2) are the only possible orbi-
tals not belonging to the ground-state set. Thus we may expect Nda ( 12) to be 
faa02) to O(A 0). The study [Kr79b] showed the validity of this expectation. In a 
first approximation we may just neglect the non-local terms. Again it is shown in 
[Kr79b] that a series of graphs in Nace and Nee ,cc are factorizable into single-
particle quantities. The simplest example is the first graph of Nace (in Figure 
27a) which is 
<m 1m2 lrJ(r 12) ln 1n2>a [ l:<jm 1 l77(r 12) lmJ >+same for mz,n 1,n2] 
j 
Terms like those in the square brackets are consistently separated out and 
found to be forming a binomial expansion of [l-pXcc(m 1)]-72 etc .. The part to be 
multiplied by this series is irreducible in this sense. We may then include this in 
our otherwise local approximation : 
(4 .9) 
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D = [(1-pXcc (m 1))( 1-pXcc (m2))(l-pXcc (n1))(l-pXcc (n2))J* 
Even neglecting three-body contributions, one must pay extra attention to 
the term Vl ! <Pph ! 2 during graphical differentiation with JF. Again, each V2l (kpr) 
factor may be replaced by 'V2lph(r) and to O(A 0) 
nz v2z (kpr) . 
be safely stored in l (,B,r )= exp[,B 
2
m · l (kpr) ]l (kpr) and appear in the ,B-
derivative of Xcc (k ) . This is taken in the first approximation to the diagonal 
energy: 
~ ~ n2 2 2 
Hp1i.ph - Hoo= 
2
m (p -h ) + u(p) - u(h) 
u(k) = X'c:_,(k) 
1-pXcc (k) 
(4.1 0) 
where the prime denotes graphical differentiation. The two-body term is just the 
HF single-particle matrix element of the ,B-derivative of rJ({3;r), or f2 Vcw . To 
O(A 0 ), in contributions involving k 2ei.tr, the latter just takes the place of eik·r in 






Jn our example below, pXcc (k) is ~0 . 08 around k ~kp and this term amounts to 
about 1% of ( 4. 10) and is neglected for convenience sake. Taking the (3-
derivative of 1Vcc in (4.7) and Xcc in (4. 8) gives the FHNC' equation: 
(4.11 ) 
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Differentiating Naa(k) in (4.7) and Xaa(r) in (4.8) gives the FHNC' equation for 
r· d.d. : 
(4.12) 
·where 
This is a linear integral equation for N'da (k ) . The additional equations for X'aa, 
N'd.<3, elc. are given in [KrBlb]. Note that f'cta is the sum of all diagrams in which 
exaclly one 17(r 12) line is replaced by VJF· If we write the potential in the form 
only 0 1l may appear in the internal subdiagrams of f'd.d. since Tr a=O. The non-
radial parts can only be present connecting the external points . We may then 
leave them out when solving the FHNC' equation and include them at the end in 
the form 
(4.13) 
Jn lhe presence of the incomplete exchange loop, the spin (isospin) at the exter-
nal points of X'cc (r) add up after the fashion of the exchange term of the HF 
singlc-parltcle ene rgy. Jn other words, f 'act (r) in (4.11) is lo be replaced by 
(4.14 ) 
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~ . . 1 2 ... -+ 
for the {3-derivative of Nmn, we again have extra terms mvolvrng AV eip r. In 
this case, however, we may shift the Laplacian to the rdd through two integra-
tions by parts. Finally we have 
(4.15) 
The corresponding two-body effective interaction is 
It may be noted that the u's in (4.15) and those in the remainder of (4.3) 
cancel in such a way that a term [u(p )+u(p')]<ph' lfdd lhp'> will remain. Diver-
gence problems at low q will arise later in cases where r dd is long-ranged : 
faa"'l +r-2 as T 4 00 . This difficulty implies that contributions from more 
din.grams have to be brought in. An estimate of these contributions have been 
introduced and is collected in the Appendix. At the 2-body level, we just discard 
the term as giving unrealistic contributions at low q. 
To summarize, given an f(r ), one first solves the FHNC equations ( 4. 7) and 
(4 .8) to get the correlation functions fact• Xcc etc .. With these as inputs, the 
primed equations (4.11) and (4.12) are solved to give r~.d and ,Y~c· (4.10) then 
gives the single-pair energy, while the elements of A ,B and M of the CRPA 
matrix are spelled out by (4.15) with (4.9). 
!t is worth noting that all effects of non-orthogonality disappear al the Lan-
dau limit We recall that the kernel is finite and the integration region is O(q ). 
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If~ assumed proporlional to q, the non-diagonal part of M contributes only to 
O(q 2). The same is true for the energy-dependent part of A and B. With 
zph = 1+0( q), the equation reduces to the normal collisionless Landau equation 
(2.5). the Fl 's claculated with Vii. 
Taking the two-body CW form of the kinetic energy, one can easily expand 
the ground-state expectation value of the Hamiltonian to two-body order: 
By the rule of graphical differentiation, the only slot for dynamical bond between 
the two points is filled by Vcw· In other words, without a third point representing 
the medium, the result is a HF energy with the effective potential V2(r ) . In view 
of the point in the last paragraph, two-body CRPA, at least at the limit of 
extremely long wavelength, is formally equivalent to a self-consistent HF IRPA 
procedure with V2 (r ) . The inclusion of the term generated by the defect of the 
wave-function: n,
2 
IV f 12 is of course an improvement over the na ive cutting off 
m 
of the bare potential by the radial distribution function g (r) or f 2(r). This anal-
ogy can be extended to a certain degree lo FHNC by including only terms in r~ 
which have VJF linking the external points: ( 1+ fad) VJF · Under this approxima-
lion, Vii (r) again reduces to a cut-off bare potential plus a 'defec t-generated' 
repulsive term: 
(4.16) 
In the final analysis, it is merely a more elaborately dressed version of V2(r). 
(Note that Vh(r)4V2(r) when fdd47]) . Allowing two exchange lines between the 
external points, the distribution function l+f dd is appropriate between HF orbi-
tals. Using vf!F(r), in a self-consistent way, in static HF calculations amounts to 
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SU bstilutir:g 1 + r dd (r) for the full r adial distribution function g (r)' The qu::rnti t.y 
( 4 . 17) 
represents, strictly speaking, the first step beyond the HF /RPA framework. It is 
made up of diagrams (Figure 27b) which have VJF between internal points . In 
the variational ground state, when we express the energy as 
,,.. 1 J -+ <H> = TF + 2:P g(r)V;F(r)dr + · · · 
we can always choose these points to be the external points of g (r ) . Focusing 
our attention on the set !P ,h l destroys symmetry among these orbitals . 
Vaguely expressed, ( 4. 17) comes from the change in the medium when a 
particle-hole pair is excited. This notion may remind one of the rearrangement 
terms in DDRPA. While they may serve the same function in some cases (section 
4. 3), their connection is hard to demonstrate. Moreover, an extension of CRPA 
to allow dependence of f(r) on local density fluctuations will generate its own 
rearrang ement terms (see suggestions in Chapter 5). The next higher step in the 
hierrachy involves further entwining with the medium, leading to non-local 
potentials -- from Ndcc and Nee.cc. Although the three-body elements are avoided 
in our review, their small contributions are included in the actual computations 
of vh· 
1.2. Symmetries of CRPA Ex.citations 
The lo.st section essentially achieves the transfer of dynnmic al correlations 
from the Jastrow wave-function to an effective local operator. Most imporant are 
the involved ways in which the 'defective' wave function Cill1 generate extrn 
kin e lic energy. In place of ( 4.1) we now have anlisymmetrized matrix elements 
of a local potential dependent on energy and momentum. To take ndvantage of 
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the symmetry analysis in Chapter 2, we project the effective potential into 
particle-particle spin-isospin channels. Recall that only the purely radial part of 
lhe bare nucleon-nucleon potential is involved in r~d· Thus from (4 .15), we have 
Vii (r) = W(r) + [1 +fdct (r)] V(r) (4.18) 
where 
and V(r) denotes the free-space v4-potential. r dct (r) being central, the sym-
metry arguments in Chapter 2 are trivially extended to take the M-matrix into 
account. The counterpart of (2.20) in Mis 
where 
rdct(q) = fdr r 2jo(q)f(r) 
lt is wrilten here with the e>..rplicit Pandya coefficients characteristic of a spin-
isospin-independent component . The excitations are therefore classified again 
bys. ms. 'f . rs. m and q. 
The ground-state expectation value of the double commutator (1.28) can 
also be evaluated to two-body and FHNC accuracy and, for the Jastrow correla-
ti on function, should be equal to S 1 through ( 1.28) . The HF calculation is applica-
blc at the two-body level, and is carried out in our example below. Jnvolving con-
s truclions of radial distribution functions in different channels 
2 
gsr = P fdr1 ... drA t•psrt 
foA (A-1) 
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the FH NC vu.lues will be calculated in the near future. 
4.3. The OMY Potential 
The illustrative example we choose has a long history in Jastrow Variational 
calculations. Constructed by Ohmura et.al. [Oh56], it consists of a hard core of 
radius c =0.6 fm and an attractive exponential tail in each spatially even channel 
(solid in Figure 8) : 
V1+(r) = -397.31e-2 627(r-c) T >c 
03+(r) = -947.02e-3·677(r-c) 
Jt fits the singlet and triplet scattering lengths and effective ranges reasonably 
well. Backman et al. [Ba72] used this potential to demonstrate the discrepancy 
between the ene rgy calculated by the lowest-order Bruckner-Bethe method and 
the Jastrow variational bound to three-body order. Throughout the last de cade , 
it has served as a test model for various numerical schemes [e .g. Ca76] . 
To date, we only have FHNC results for one to two values of q for each chan-
nel. Still we will present the results as a comparison between two-body cluster-
order and fHNC. The following correlation function has been used to generate 
the FHNC inputs: 
f;..(r) = 0 r<c 
(1 
-µ1(r-c))(l - µ 2(r-c)) = -e +re r>c 
These paramete rs are set at each density to minimize the two-body-order 




p~=2 080 fm- 1, 1= 1.012 and 8/ A = l5.fl9 .MeV. ]n the two-body calculalicns, only 
the tlrsl factor is used, i.e. r=O: 
= 1 -e -p(r -c) r > c 
The only quantitative difference off 2(r) and f h (r) is the overshooting (! h (r )> 1) 
of the lalter. The 'saturation' parameters are kr=l.4 fm- 1, {3=5.5 fm- 1, and BIA 
=15 8 MeV. It has been shown [Ca76] that to FHNC accuracy, the two functions 
give the same result for binding energy. As 'distribution functions' cutting off 
the bare potential. / 2(r) (dashed) and l+fctct(r) (solid) generated by fh(r) are 
plotted in Figure 28. Our focus of interest is at W(r) of (4.18). At the two-body 
level it reduces to 
112 
{32e-2f3(r-c). These two 'defect generated' terms are shown 
m 
in Figure 30. The functions are virtually identical within 0.2 fm of the core. We 
shall see that the long-range positive tail of the FHNC-W(r) is crucial for the sta-
bilily of the uniform phase . In Figure 29 W(r) is broken down into its major 
components, from which the significance of Vh -vf!F in the intermediate range 
(dotted) is evident. Figures 31-34 contain the particle-hole potentials in each 
channel. (Again dashed for two-body and solid for FHNC). Contributing to Va 
only in (0,0), the central W(r) is responsible for making Vi, positive there, keep-
ing F8° away from -1 (cf. Table 3.2). The long-range dip below 0 of F'HNC- l~ in all 
spin (isospin) channels can be traced to the overshooting of l+fctct(r). As a 
result lhe Fa's for these channels assume lower values than the two-body ones 
(Table 3.2). The strong triplet-even component again leads to the usual ordering 
of lhe Fa's according their algebraic values . 
The additional diagonalization (of f..f) adds a considerable ar:1ount of time t::> 
that taken for the construction of the matrix. A typical two-body run takes 
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roughly 70 min. for this purpose and ll min. for diagonalization for N=76. The 
FHNC inputs are given numerically as pieces of potentials in r-space and so 
actually involve simpler algebra than in the two-body case, reducing the con-
struction cost to 18 min. for N=76. The results are summarized in Figures 35-37 
and Tables 4. 1 and 4.2. The most striking contrast is certainly the instability in 
(0,0) in the two-body results. as indicated by the Fa's. The persistence to the 
relatively high q =0.3 is helped by the negative energy-dependent term the mag-
nitude of which grows initially with q. At low q, the direct contribution to Fa can 
4kf ,, 
be estimated by -!;-· 7 : J dr 77(r) which can reach"' -0.25 at q =0.3. The 
corresponding contribution from r dd in FHNC is positive but with magnitude of 
only about a quarter of the above. As mentioned in Section 4. 1, the role of 
Vh -V//F here may be compared to the rearrangement term in DDRPA, but the 
physical connection, if any exists, is not clear. As the Fa's indicate, the two-
body truncation makes the system over-collective in the three spin (isospin) 
channels as measured by ra. It also raises the effective mass from 0.496 to 
0.572. Both values are lower than the accepted value "'O. 7 if Vh ( V2) was treated 




While Vii has still to be analysed, we would like to conclude this report at 
this point when we have reasonable confidence in the code and understanding of 
the results. In this short chapter, we summarize the loose ends and survey the 
possible extensions and applications of this work. After Vh is considered under-
stood for O:MY, the Hamada-Johnston, the Reid soft-core, the Lennard-Jones for 
3He and the Coulomb electron gas will be next in line . As a first application one . 
can follow the macroscopic approach to giant resonances by imposing boundary 
conditions on the travelling collective mode and projecting S(q ,(,)) into angular 
momentum components. Aside from the frequency, it is hoped that the transi-
tion density [BIBO] 
on(i) = <tn II:o(i-Ti)lto> 
i 
in the nuclear interior depends predominantly on the bulk properties. Although 
S(q ,(,)) and SL(q ,(,)) can be compared in this way, it is not clear whether the 
difference between them is of experimental significance under all the uncertain-
ties of the method. Still it is interesting to calculate these obscurable quanlities, 
even in terms of SL (q ,(,)), from the realistic free-space potentials through CRPA. 
While the enhancement factors JC(q) of photonuclear and other sum rules are 
certainly important, they can be computed without resort to S(q ,(,)) . The 
smoothing procedure will be further developed when we apply the method to 
real laboratory infinite systems: 3He and the electron gas . 
ln its discretized form (2.3) S(q ,(,)) is much more important in an indirect 
way. The Landau theory of elementary excitations adapted lo finite nuclear sys-
tern [Mi67 , An77l provides a simple phenomenological framework to discuss 
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intermediate-energy nuclear physics. Various giant nuclear and nucleonic 
[SpBl) resonances and signature of pion-condensation in scattering are some of 
the outstanding topics. The S(q ,c..>) of nuclear matter is basic to the calculation 
of the 'polarization' contributions of the theory's essential parameters: the 
* 
effective mass ~and Landau parameters Fi. 's. The local kernel approximation 
m 
and schematic potentials has been traditionally employed [Bl82, also Fe71]. The 
inadequacy of SL(q ,c..>) shown in Chapter 3 undoubtedly urges a new round of 
computations based on the full RPA propagatort. Recently the formalism of CRPA 
has been extended to cover these aspects [Kr82, Sa82]. The relevance of the 
same calculations to the low-temperature dynamical and thermodynamical pro-
perties of 3He, the electron gas and the neutron star hardly needs emphasis 
[e.g. Pi66]. 
What is suggested above is an integration of essentially nRPA (q ,c..>) v2(q) over 
the first quadrant. of the (q ,c..>) space. Faced with such stupendous demand of 
numerical efforts, one would certainly welcome analytical approximations which 
nevertheless gives results superior to SL (q ,c..>). Phrased differently, our brute-
force method of solution will probably serve eventually as an exact model 
against which approximation methods are evaluated. The search for improved 
approximations is promising in view of the relative lack of variance of the shapes 
of S(q ,c.J). For example, including the l =l term in the Landau limit is known to 
allow analytical solution and should be pursuedtt. 
A further line of research should be directed towards the inclusion of time-
dependence in f(r ). In Chapter 1, we evaded the issue under the premise that 
t(l.19) jrnplics that S(q ,r..;J.. contains all information to determine nRPA [Fe71). 
tfwith separable kernel L.;Fi P1 (a.)P1 (a.'). the exact Landau equation is well-suited to treat-
! 
rr.ent by Pad~ approximants [Ba81). [t is suggested that in more complicated cases this 
method may help U.'1cover S<!parability. 
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using the ground-state f(r) is justified when the wavelength q - 1 is long compared 
to the healing distance off. In DDRPA, however, we have seen an example where 
local density fluctuations generate through V(r ;p) crucial contributions at any 
q . The equilibrium f(r) -- which minimizes the energy -- clearly depends on the 
local density. Following DDRPA then, we can allow time-dependence in f through 
the density fluctuations . A prototype 'rearrangement' term to be expected in 
correlated TDHF is 
The non-orthogonality leads to a proliferation of terms . Nevertheless there is no 
apparent" reason to assume that these terms are any more negligible than the 
rearrangement terms in DDRPA. In a fit of ambition, one may even confront the 
time-dependent variational problem (1 .1) over a product of the space of Slater 
determinants and that of the correlation functions . 
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Appendix 
The other two pairs of equations needed to calculate Xde and Xee are 
Xee (r) = f 2(r) Qee (r )exp[Ndd (r )+Edd (r) ]-Nee (r) 
v[Nee (r )+ Eee (r) ]2 +2l (kpr )[Nee (r )+ Eee (r )] 
The Xaa (r) and X99 (r) calculated this way do not explicitly satisfy order by order 
an low-q requirement from general considerations [Kr79a] 
To keep the computation effort at the level of FHNC/O, [Kr79a] estimated 
the contribution of additional diagrams and wrote 
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where Xa09 (r) is the FHNC/O Xa 0 (r) etc .. The version using these X's in the cal-
culations is called FHNC/C. 
The problem with the 'dangerous ' term [u(p)+u(p')]<ph'lraa jhp'> is in a 
sense similar. [Kr81b] approximated the additional contributions by the recipe : 
(i) Multiply every matrix element <ph'lraa jhp'> by [1+E(p,h)][l+E(p',h'] ; 
(ii) Multiply the energyu(p)+u(h) by~ Sp(q)[l+E(p,h)]-1 
where 
This is adopted in our work here. 
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Table 2.1 
Pandya Coefficients for v4 
The Pandya coefficients for a v4 potential_ are shown. (S , T) [(S,T)] denotes 
particle-hole [particle-particle] channels. The numbers are equal to 




(0,0) (0, 1) (1,0) ( 1, 1) 
(0,0) 1 1 1 1 
4 4 4 4 
(0 , 1) 3 1 3 1 
4 4 4 4 
(S, T) 
(1.0) 3 3 1 1 
4 4 4 4 
(1,1) 9 3 3 1 
4 4 4 4 
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Table 2.2 
Pandya Coefficients for a Tensor Force 
Numerical values of the various parts of the Pandya coefficients for a tensor 
force are tabulated. The numbers in the table equal 
1
1 1 ~1 
(2T + 1) ~ ! ~. 















The designations of the meshes are e>..-plained. 7Jk is the number of k-points; 
r;Jk) is the number of a-points corresponding to each k-points, starting from 
















2,8, 12,1 4, 16,24 
2,8, 14.14, 16,24 
2, 6, 10, 12, l 2, 14, 16,24 
2,6,8 ,8, 10, 12, 14,16 












F 0 for Local-Kernel Approximations 
The eITective strength F0 for each channel and potential are shown together with 
.' 
its direct part, F1f, and exchange part, .Fg . (0, 1), (1.0) and (1.1) are degenerate 





















0.951 -0.387 0.934 
-1.259 1.008 -0.464 
-0.307 0.621 0.470 
0.271 0.876 0.758 
-1.260 -0.120 -0.317 
-0.990 0.756 0.441 
1.271 0.841 0.699 
-1.199 -0.098 -0.290 
0.072 0.743 0. 408 
( 1.1) 
1.058 













Number of Terms in Exchange Term 
This table shows the number l of terms kept in the l-expansion -- (2.20) and 





Gogny dl B 
11f-lp 13 




Convergence in (0,0) for Square-Well 
The convergence relative to mesh size (0,0) for the square-well is me;asured by 
the n'urnbers shown. S 0 and S 1 are the non-energy-weighted sums respectively . 
c.Jp is the peak frequency. ro is the smoothing width given by (2.14) while rs is 
the smallest width that gives a smooth curve . M(kF) is the extent of the contin-
t:.S - . 
uum and +iis the relative error in S 1 caus ed by smoothing with rs . 
Table 3 .5 
Convergence in (0,1) for Square-Well 
The convergence of the results relative to mesh size (0, 1) is shown here . c..>c is 
Sc the collective frequency and Sc is the strength of the mode exhausts. r 0 = So . 
Olher symbols are defined in Table 3.4. 
mesh So S1 
21 .0783 .406 
41 .0803 .406 
61 .0804 .406 
81 .0804 .406 
121 .0804 .406 
mesh So nc.>c 
21 .0176 18.92 
41 .0176 19.04 
61 .0176 19.04 
51 .0176 19.04 
*Scaled by 103 
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TABLE 3.4 







set ro ro 
8.50 .48 2.3 
6.56 .37 .85 
6.55 .37 .65 
6.54 .37 .57 
tOnly the continuum is included in 
mode is present. 
ro rs rs bS 1 
bt(kF) S1 
2 .3 4.0 .214 .25 
.85 2 .0 .107 .15 
.65 1.5 .080 .11 
.57 1.2 .064 .09 
.50 1.2 .064 .09 
rs bS 1 • rs 
br;(kF) S1 
8.0 .427 -.08 
2.5 .134 -.06 
2.0 .107 -.05 
1.8 .096 -.05 
the error when a collective 
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Table 3.6 
Features of S(q,c..i) in (0,0) for Square-Well 
The v 's denote speeds assuming a linear dispersion relation with q, and are 
_ lf.wp . _ M:(kF) n.2 kF . 
expressed in units of c. Thus vP =-;;:---, VF- : vFJ = - · i;--. r 0 is the ttCq lf.cq m HC 
relative di!Ierence between S 0 calculated by RPA and the free-particle state 
So-SF 
structure function SF: ICo= SF . The other symbols are explained in the cap-
tion of Table 3.4. lk denotes local-kernel approximation. 
Table 3.7 
Features o[ S(q,r..>) in (0,1) for Square-Well 
}I lf.wc . th nh t f t . . (' . ) d S 1-S IF ere vc =-.;:---: IC is e e ancemen ac or in spin isospm mo es: IC= S 
1ocq IF 
-r~ -r where S iF=ps 
2
m and ps is given by 2.18. Other symbols are explained in 
connection with Tables 3.5 and 3.6. 
-ll5- . 
TABLE 3.6 
.!L So Si S (q ,(,JP) rs b.S i kp q !Co q2 Vp VF VF/ 6c (kF) Si 
.05 .586 .093 20 .7 .156 3.23 .673 .301 .059 .09 
.1 .574 .072 20.7 .157 3.10 .678 .309 .064 .09 
.2 .534 .001 20.7 .168 2.87 .686 .324 .053 .07 
.3 .485 -.088 20.7 .190 2.36 .692 .338 .070 .07 
.4 .436 -.175 20.7 .236 2.04 .695 .353 .085 . .06 
.5 .393 -.250 20 .7 .254 1.88 .697 .368 .062 .03 
lk .827 .543 46 .9 .667 .294 
T/illLE 3.7 
So Sc t rs 6S1 • .!L 
kp q !Co IC ... Ve nwc 
To 
b,r;(kF) S1 
.05 .126 -.062 1.60 .689 .363 .39 .097 -.05 
.1 .126 -.060 1.59 .689 .344 .37 .096 -.05 
.25 .127 -.048 1.57 .691 .209 .22 .042 -.03 
.3 .128 -.041 1.56 .070 -.03 
.5 .131 -.002 1.50 .058 -.04 
lk .118 -.1 H3 1.27 .668 .062 .07 
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Table 3.8 
Properties of Single-pair Spectrum of Gogny dl 
Properties common to all four channels are displayed here. uF is the HF poten-
tial part of the Fermi speed: 
All olher symbols are explained in captions of Tables 3.4-3.7 . 
_g_ b,c(kF) VF 
kF 
.007 .799 .427 
.01 1.142 .427 
.03 3.452 .430 
.05 5.794 .433 
.1 11.79 .441 
.2 24.35 .455 
.3 37.62 .469 












mesh ro SF(q) 
53 .008 .0052 
53 .013 .0075 
53 .067 .0225 
53 .143 .0375 
53 .402 .0749 
53 1.12 .1495 
53 2.02 .2233 
82 4.27 .3672 
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Table 3 .9 
Features of S(q.w) in (0,0) for Gogny dl 
See Tables 3.4-3. 7 for definitions of symbols . 
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TABLE 3.9 
.!L So S1 S(q ,c.>p ) rs rs !::,51 kF q /Co q2 Vp 6c(kp) S1 
.01 .536 -.030 20.7 .196 .0117 .18 .16 .02 
.05 .536 -.032 20.7 .182 .0120 .55 .10 .02 
.1 .532 -.036 20.7 .198 .0118 1.3 .11 .02 
.5 .460 -.149 20.7 .234 .0976 5.5 .OB .01 
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Table 3.10 
Features of S(q.o) in Spin Isospin Channels for Gogny dl 
See Tables 3.4-3.7 for definitions of symbols. 
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T/illLE 3.10 
So Sc t rs 6S1 • (s. r) -9__ - JCo Ve To kp q lrwc !::,c(kp) S1 
.01 .123 -.11 .78 .455 .784 .57 
.05 .123 -.11 .78 .456 .773 .57 .1 4 -.06 
(0, 1) .2 .123 -.11 .78 .461 .590 .44 .05 -.03 
.3 .123 -.10 .77 .07 -.07 
.5 .124 -.09 .75 .06 -.05 
.007 .119 -. 13 .53 .431 .375 .27 .10 -.06 
.03 .119 -.14 .53 .431 .312 .22 .04 -.03 
(1,0) 
.05 . 119 -.14 .53 .04 -.04 
.3 .119 -.14 .52 .07 -.04 
.05 .120 - .14 .67 .444 .649 .48 .10 -.05 
.1 .120 -.13 .67 .446 .567 .42 .09 -.05 
( 1, 1) 
.3 .120 -.12 .66 .06 -.05 
.5 .121 -.11 .64 .07 -.04 
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Table 3.11 
Evaluation of Local-Kernel Approximation with Gogny dl 
The salient features of S(q ,(..)) and SL (q ,(..)) are compared in all four channels . 
.. 
'ex' and 'lk' denote the exact-RPA and local-kernel approximate value s respec-
tively. Xe is a measure of collectivity: 
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TABLE 3.11 
(0,0) (0 , 1) ( 1,0) ( 1.1) 
ex lk ex · lk ex lk ex lk 
\;-l - - .05 1 .01 15 .0085 .0040 .024 .0 103 
To - - .57 .31 .27 .17 .48 .29 
Sc 
.536 .641 .123 .113 .119 .118 .030 .028 q 
s, 
20.7 31.0 9.23 7.81 7.91 7.78 2.16 1.96 qT 
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Table 3.12 
Features of S(q,c.;) in (1,1) for Brown ln-lp 
The features of S(q ,c.>) projected into spin spaces are shown here ., f j is the 
interaction strength of the p-meson-exchange . ins = -1 is degenerate ·with ins 
= l. See Tables 3.4-3. 7 for definitions of all other symbols. 
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TATILE 3.12 
l1T - lp 
So S1 Sc t ~ !% _!l_ Vp Vc kp q 7 li:c.>c To 
0 4.86 .1 .094 8.41 .474 .505 .694 .74 
1 4.86 .1 .070 3.38 .474 .505 .000 .00 
0 1.86 .1 .106 7.55 .398 .411 .818 .63 
1 1.86 .1 .071 2.91 .398 .411 .000 .00 
0 4.86 .5 .110 8.25 .525 
1 4.86 .5 .083 4.17 .525 
0 U36 .5 .138 7.41 .448 
1 1.86 .5 .083 3.59 .448 
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Table 4.1 
Features of S(q,0) in (0,0) for OMY 
Salient features are shmvn here to both two-body order and FHNC acc,uracy. V2 
and Vh denote the two-body and FHNC effective interactions respectively and are 




_g_ So S1 rs !:::.S1 
kF q JCo qz 
VF 
M(kF) S1 
.1 unst . 
. 3 unst. 
V2 
.5 .232 .77 5.18 .590 .07 .10 
1. .103 -.16 5.18 .645 .10 .04 
Vi~ .05 .103 -.23 5.84 .602 .07 .01 
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Table 4 .2 
Features of S( q,(.)) in Spin Isospin Channels for OMY 
See Tables 3.4-3 . 7 and 4. 1 for definitions of all symbols. 
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T/illLE 1-.2 
(s.r) _!}__ So Sc t S1 l' K:o Ve To qZ kp q ne.>c 
.01 .109 -.19 .538 .541 .53 9.73 
.05 .109 -.19 .539 .525 .51 9.72 
1'2 .1 .110 -.18 .540 .474 .46 9.72 
(0, 1) 
.3 .111 -.16 9.65 
.5 .111 -.15 9.52 
v,. .05 1.07 -.20 .613 .408 .46 10.8 
.01 .117 -.13 .523 .345 .30 9.50 
.05 .118 -.12 .525 .264 .23 9.49 
Vz 
( 1.0) 
.1 .118 -.12 9.49 
.3 .120 -.10 9. 42 
v,. .05 .116 -.13 10.5 
.01 .113 -.16 .530 .450 .42 9.61 
.05 .113 -)16 .530 .425 .39 9.61 
V2 
( 1.1) .1 .113 -.16 .532 .334 .31 9.60 
.3 .115 -.13 9.51 
v,. .05 .111 -.17 .6Q.1. .261 .2£3 10.7 
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Figure 1 
Excitable Parts of Fermi Sphere 
The figure shown is a cross-section of the Fermi sea with q pointing upward. 
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The curves above zero are given by (2.7), defining the collective mode in the 
local-kernel approximations. The function below is actually x(iA.) giving ima-





























Evaluation of Smoothing Procedure 
The curve with the kink is the exact free-particle S(q ,(..)) . The smooth curve is 
obtained by the mesh 81 (Table 3.1) and fs =.B MeV. The dotted curve represents 
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Figure 5 
Evaluation of Local-Kernel Approximation 
These curves are S(q ,w) at q =.o5 kr in (0,0). The solid lines and the dotted line 
are all local-kernel curves while the dashed line is the RPA-S (q ,w) for the 
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Figure 7 
Evaluation of Smoothing Procedure 
At g =.5 kp with 61 and f=f0 =2.93, the approximation is better than the low-g 
case (Figure 6) . 
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Figure 8 
Square-Well and OMY 
The spatially even components of the Molinari square-well (dashed) and OMY 





















































Different Smoothing Widths 
, 
The curves are produced with the smoothing widths indicated from the discre-
tized version of S(q ,c.>) from a 81 mesh at q =.l kF in (0,0) for the square-well. 
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Convergence in (0,0) 
Convergence of S(q ,c..i) relative to mesh size is depicted here . The four numbers 
stand for the meshes 21, 4 1, 61 and 81, the association being obvious . The dashed 
curve, which is barely distinguishable from the 8 1 curve, is produced with 121. 
q =.1 kF and (0,0) with the square-well is considered. 
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Results in (0,0) with Square-Well 
In this and all subsequent graphs, S(q ,r.>) is scaled by 103. (a) q =.05 kF; (b) q=.1 
kp; (c) q =.3 kF; (d) q =.5 kp . 
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Figure 12 
Results in (0,1) with Square-Well 
s 
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_Figure 13 
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Results in (0.0) with Gogny dl 
(a) q =.01 ky; (b) q =.05 ky ; (c) q =.1 ky; (d) q =.5 ky. 
.... (\] 0 .... 
((l)' b) s 
-.c .__... 
0 




















Results in (0,1) with Gogny dl 
s . 
The spikes in this and the next two graphs have height = 5x-fi c (x103). (a) 
c.>c 
q =.05 kr; (b) g =.2 ky; (c) g =.3 ky; (d) q =.5 ky. 
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Figure 18 












Results in (1,1) with Gogny dl 
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Figure 20 
Evaluation of Local-Kernel Approximation 
The local-kernel S 2(q ,c.J) (solid) is compared to the exact result (dashed) at the 
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Figure 21 
Evaluation of Local-Kernel-Approximation in (0, 1) 



































Results in (l, l) with Brown l -1T-1p 
The solid curve is the projection of S(q,c.>) into the Tri'.s=O space and the dashed 
s 
curve is the same for in.s=l (or -1) . The spike is set at 5x~, q=.l kp and 
t~c.>c 
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Figure 23 
Results in (1.1) with Brown l 1r-1.p 



































Results in (1.1) with Brown lrr-lp 

























Results in (1,1) with Brown lrr-lp 
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(b) With an articulation point x, this graph is not allowed in the e}..-pansion for 
g ( 12) . 
{c) Individually nodal, the chains form non-nodal graph. 
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(a) Factorizable diagrams. 
















dd Distribution Functions 
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Figure 29 
A Breakdown of W(r) 
!, 
Toe highest solid line is W(r ). The lower solid curve and the dashed curve stand 
for t:.2f 3d and r:W respectively. The dotted line is 'VJi -V!fF. 
0 0 
0 0 

















Comparison of Central Potentials 
2 . 


























































Particle-Hole Potentials in (0,0) with OMY 
In this and the next three figures, the solid curves are FHNC curves and the 
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Comparison of 2-body and F1INC in (O, l) 
, 
In this and lhe next two figures, q =.05 kp and the rule of assigning solid and 


























Comparison of 2-body and FHNC in (1,0) 
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Comparison of 2-body and FF.INC in (1.1) 
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